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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Swanzey in the County
of Cheshire in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs
:
Polls will open at 7 :30 P.M. and close not earlier than 9 :30
P.M.
You are hereby notified to meet at Monadnock Regional
High School in said Swanzey on Tuesday, the 8th day of March,
at 7 :30 of the clock in the P.M. to act upon the following
subjects
:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray town charges for the ensuing year and make appropria-
tions of the same.
3. To vote on the following questions: ''Shall the provis-
ions of Chapter 171A of the Revised Laws relative to playing
games of beano be adopted in this Town in accordance with
the provisions of Chapter 292 of the Session Laws of 1949?"
4. To see if the voters will authorize the Selectmen and
Treasurer to borrow such sums of money as may be necessary
in anticipation of the collection of taxes for the current munici-
pal year, and to issue in the name and on the credit of the Town
negotiable notes therefor and said notes to be repaid during
the current year.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $963.15,
the State to give $6,421.03, for T.R.A. roads so-called.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$17,000.00 for snow removal, or take any action thereon.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $34,000.00 for oiling and genera] expenses of the
highways and bridges.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,000.00 for the care of the Town Dump, or take
any action thereon.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $275.00 for Memorial Day. or take any action
thereon.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $12,000.00 for the maintenance of the Fire Depart-
ment, or take any action thereon.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $650.00 for the Stratton Free Library, or take any
action thereon.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $850.00 for the Mt. Caesar Union Library, or take
any action thereon.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $450.00 for the Swanzey Community House Library,
or take any action thereon.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $8,500.00 for the maintenance of the Police Depart-
ment, or take any action thereon.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,500.00 for the upkeep of the cemeteries, or take
any action thereon.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $100.00 for parks and playgrounds, or take any
action thereon.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,100.00 (44 hydrants @ $25.00 each) same to be
paid to the North Swanzey Water & Fire Precinct for hydrant
service furnished in that part of the Town of Swanzey.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $750.06 (l/100th of 1% of the valuation of the
Town) to the Monadnock Region Association of Southwestern
New Hampshire for issuance and distribution of printed matter,
newspaper and magazine advertising, and by other means call-
ing attention to the resources and natural advantages of the
Town, in co-operation with the other thirty-seven towns of the
Monadnock Region.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,000.00 to defray interest charges during the
ensuing year.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $6,000.00 for Old Age Assistance, or take any action
thereon.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,000.00 for Town poor, or take any action thereon.
22. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of $2,941.00 as its fair share of the operating cost of the
Elliot Community Hospital, or take any action thereon.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $175.00 for the White Pine Blister Rust control to
be spent in co-operation with the State Forestry and Recreation
Department.
24. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of $4,019.52 for 158 small incandescent lights or change
to 350O lumen mercury lights at the cost of $6,636.00 per year
or take any action thereon, plus $184.80 for three blinker lights.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $275.00 for Old Home Day, or take any action
thereon.
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $500.00 to cover an Emergency Fund for Civil
Defense.
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $800.00 to provide Group Life Insurance for all
full time employees, or take any action thereon.
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $21,000.00 to remodel Town Hall to house Swanzey
Center Fire Station, to heat same and to install water and
toilets.
29. If article 31 is adopted, and in order to provide such
funds to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue and sell
Bonds in the name and on the credit of the Town, under and
in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Bond
Statute, Chapter 72, Revised Laws of New Hampshire and any
amendments relating thereto : and to delegate to the Board
of Selectmen authority to fix the time and place of payment of
the principal and interest of said, Bonds, the interest thereon,
and to sell the Bonds, and to take any other action with respect
thereto as may be necessary or advisable.
30. If article 29 is adopted, to see if the Town will author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to sell the present fire station.
31. To see if the voters will authorize the expenditure
of $22,000.00 for the construction of a Fire Station, in Swanzey
Center, and in order to provide such funds, to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to issue and sell bonds or notes in the
name and on the credit of the Town, under and in accordance
with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act, Chapter 33
RSA and any amendments thereto ; and to delegate to the board
of Selectmen authority to fix the time and place of payment of
the principal and interest of such bonds or notes, the interest
thereon, and to sell the bonds or notes, and to take any action
with respect thereto as may be necessary or advisable, including
the power to accept bids for the Construction of said proposed
Fire Station, or take any action thereon.
(Requires a two-thirds vote by ballot)
32. If article 31 is adopted to see if the Town will raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,500.00 to pay the first year's
interest and legal fees incident to the construction of the new
Fire Station, or take any action thereon.
33. If article 28 is not adopted, to see if the Town will
raise and appropriate the sum of $7,500.00 for the installation
8
of a heating system and toilet facilities in the Town Hall at
Swanzey Center, or take any action thereon.
34. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of $6,500.00 to install drainage on Elm and Maple Streets
in North Swanzey, or take any action thereon.
(Inserted by petition)
35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $250.00 to erect street signs, or take any action
thereon.
36. To see if the voters will vote to completely and perm-
anently discontinue the portion of the highway known as Forest
Avenue in West Swanzey which lies between North Winchester
Street and New Hampshire Route 10, known as the Swanzey
by-pass, so that land over which the highway is laid out will
revert to the abutting land owners.
(Inserted by petition)
37. To see if the Town will vote to give a quitclaim deed
to George and Arlene Goodnow conveying any interest which
the Town may have in that portion of Forest Avenue between
North Winchester Street and New Hampshire Route 10, known
as the Swanzey by-pass, which abuts their property.
(Inserted by petition)
38. To see if the Town will vote to accept the Seagraves
Fire Truck, stationed in the Swanzey Center Station, or take
any action thereon.
39. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$2,000.00 to start a reserve fund for the replacing of Swanzey
Fire Trucks, or take any action thereon.
40. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the street
light on Pole No. 15/1 located to the rear of the former Boulay
Store in West Swanzey.
41. To see if the Town will vote to have the Selectmen
investigate the possibility of the Town joining a district Health
Department and report to the 1967 Town Meeting, or take any
action thereon.
42. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,000.00 to cover fire insurance on the three covered
bridges in the Town of Swanzey, or take any action thereon.
43. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$200.00 for the perpetual care of the Winston C. Ferguson Lot
in Mt. View Cemetery, or take any action thereon.
44. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$250.00 for the perpetual care of the Victor L. & Rose Smith
Lot in Oak Hill Cemetery, or take any action thereon.
45. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$100.00 for the perpetual care of the Walter & Perley Dunton
Lot in Mt. View Cemetery, or take any action thereon.
46. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$200.00 for the perpetual care of the Annie Boucher Lot in
Mt. View Cemetery, or take any action thereon.
47. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$150.00 for the perpetual care of the Harry E. Howes Lot in
Mt. Caesar Cemetery, or take any action thereon.
48. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$250.00 for the perpetual care of the Ernest and Laura Smith
Lot in Oak Hill Cemetery, or take any action thereon.
49. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$200.00 for the perpetual care of the Anthony S. Whitcomb
and Frank H. Cronk Lot in Mt. View Cemetery, or take any
action thereon.
50. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$200.00 for the perpetual care of the Charles and Esther Frazier
Lot in Mt. View Cemetery, or take any action thereon.
51. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$200.00 for the perpetual care of the Richard Verry Curtis Lot
in Oak Hill Cemetery, or take any action thereon.
52. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$200.00 for the perpetual care of the Albert Stowell Lot in Oak
Hill Cemetery, or take any action thereon.
10
53. To see if the Town will vote to increase the price of
cemetery lots sold to non-residents of Swanzey from $250.00 to
$350.00—$200.00 to be for perpetual care of said lot, $150.00 to
be for the use of the Town.
Given under our hands and seal, this 16th day of February,












Land and buildings $11,676,750 00
Factory bldgs. & land 183,200 00
Factory machinery 336,640 00
Public utilities, electric 776,400 00
House trailers & mobile homes, 54 157,S55 00
Stock in trade of merchants 236,360 00
Stock in trade of manufacturers 628,210 00
Boats & launches, 29 13,120 00
Dairy cows, 183 26,465 00
Other cattle, 38 5,950 00
Poultry, 4890 2,445 00
Gasoline pumps & tanks 2,550 00
Portable mills 550 00
Road building & construction machinery 224,125 00
Total valuation before exemptions allowed $14,270,920 00
War service exemptions $371,400 00
Neatstock exemptions 9,575 00
Poultry exemptions 350 00
Total exemptions allowed 381,325 00
Net valuation on which tax rate is computed $13,889,595 00
Net town appropriation $84,297 74
Net school appropriation 427,802 05
County assessment 23,830 54
Total of Town, School & County $535,930 33
Added Overlay 2,985 96
Amount to be raised by property taxes $538,916 29
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Poll taxes @ $2.00
National Bank stock taxes



































Advertising & Regional Assn.
New construction, roads
New buildings & land




























Of The Town of Swanzey
In Cheshire County
For the Fiscal Year Ended Decembr 31, 1965
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is complete to the
best of our knowledge and belief.
Cash
:


































Due Monadnock Regional School
bal. of 1965 appropriaiton $201,479 05
State head taxes, (uncollected
$2,665.00)
(less 10% $266.50) 2,398 50
$203,877 55
Excess of assets over liabilities 38,366 20
Grand total $242,243 75
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Description
:
Town Hall, land and buildings $52,000 00
Whitcomb Hall, land and buildings 69,000 00
Storage shed & garage 5,200 00
Contents 500 00
West Swanzey Fire Station 19,000 00
Pump house 3,500 00
Swanzey Center Fire Station 5,000 00
East Swanzey Fire Station 8,600 00
Salt building 4,500 00
Pavilion at Swanzey Lake 12,000 00
Parks, commons, playgrounds 15,000 00
Carpenter Home 20,000 00




BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
SOURCES OF REVENUE
Prom State :
Interest and dividends tax
Railroad tax
Savings Bank Tax
For fighting forest fires
From Local Sources Except Taxes :
Dog licenses
Business licenses, permits and filing fees
Fines and forfeits, Municipal Court
Interest received on taxes and deposits 3,648 85
Income of Depts.
:
Highway, including rental of equipment 90 00
Sidewalk committee 7,395 00
Motor vehicle permit fees 34,931 73 34,000 00









$5,930 02 $5,900 00
68 92 69 00
1,576 09 1,500 00
1,654 52
1,564 66 1,600 00
414 99 400 00
235 00 250 00
From Local Taxes Other Than
Property Taxes :
Poll taxes—Reg. @ $2 3,248 00 3,300 00
National Bank Stock Taxes 61 50 61 50






Year 1965 Year 1965 Year 1966
General Government :
General government $22,000 00 $23,000 00
Town officers' salaries $6,154 40
Town officers' expenses 4,544 59
Election & registration expenses 648 26
Whitcomb Hall 1,487 14
Expenses town hall 1,069 97
Protection of Persons and Property
:
Police department 8,500 00 8,438 53 8,500 00
Fire department 12,000 00 13,845 88 12,000 00
Moth Exterm.—blister rust
& care of trees 175 00 175 00 175 00
Insurance 1,800 00 6,219 32
Damages and legal expenses 1,543 89





Town dump and garbage
removal 4,000 00
2,948 00 2,941 00
532 98
3,641 18 4,000 00
Highways and Bridges :
Town Maintenance
Summer 34,000 00 18,217 06 34,000 00
Winter 17,000 00 15,296 38 17,000 00
Street lighting 4,200 00 4,216 02
General expenses of
highway department 250 00 10,572 36 250 00
Town road aid 853 37 853 37 963 15
Libraries 1,750 00 1,750 00 1,950 00
Public Welfare :
Town poor 5,000 00 2,563 98 4,000 00














Memorial Day and Vets
'
Assoc. 375 00 375 00 550 (X
Aid to soldiers and
their families 325 28
Recreation :
Parks and playgrounds, incl.
band concerts 400 00 53 75
Public Service Enterprises :
Municipally owned water and





On Temporary loans 2,000 00
Outlay for New Construe,
and Perm. Improve.
:
Highways and Bridges :
Town construction 4,500 00




1,100 00 1,100 00
1,707 35 1,500 00
750 06 750 06
5,251 74 3,000 00




REPORT OF TOWN CLERK
REPORT OF TOWN CLERK FOR DOG LICENSES
612 dogs $1,536 20
7 Kennels 121 50
$1,657 70
Less: Clerk's Fees 123.80
$1,533 90
Payments to Treasurer 1,564 66
Overpayment $30 76
Due L. G. Fitzgerald 30 36
Due E. B. Armstrong 40
$30 76









1965 special 400 00
1966 326 63
$35,068 52
Remittances to treasurer 34,931 73
Underpayment $136 79





REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR
Summary of Warrant
Property, Poll and Yield Taxes
Levy of 1965
DR.
Taxes Committed to Collector
Property taxes
Poll taxes






Total warrant $545,276 23
Added Taxes
:
Property taxes $29 16
Poll taxes 70 00
99 16
Interest collected 74 63




Property taxes $493,515 52
Poll taxes 2,386 00
Nat. Bank Stock taxes 61 50
Yield taxes 875 50




Property taxes $2,595 53
Poll taxes 86 00
2,681 53
21
Uncollected Taxes—As per collector's list
:
Property taxes $44,944 90
Poll taxes 846 00
Yield taxes 64 44
45,855 34
Total credits +545,450 02
Summary of Warrant
Property, Poll and Yield Taxes
Levy of 1964
DR.
Uncollected taxes—as of Jan. 1, 1965 :
Property taxes $47,123 70
Pol] taxes 954 00
$48,077 70
Added During Fiscal Year :
Poll taxes 92 00
Interest collected during fiscal year 889 68
$49,059 38
OR.
Kemittances to Treasurer During
Fiscal Year
:
Property taxes $47,041 54
Poll taxes 926 00
Interest collected during year 889 68
Abatements Made During Year
Property taxes
Poll taxes
Uncollected Taxes—as per collector's list
Poll taxes












State Head Taxes Committed to Collector:
Original Warrant $10,345 00
Added taxes 170 00
$10,515 00
Penalties collected 38 50








Uncollected Head Taxes—as per collector's list 2,650 00





Uncollected taxes—as of Jan. 1, 1965 $3,025 00
Added taxes during 1965 230 00
Penalties collected during 1965 299 00
Total debits $3,554 00
OR.
Remittances to Treasurer During 1965 :
Head taxes $2,980 00
Penalties 299 00
$3,279 00
Abatements during 1965 260 00
23
Uncollected Head Taxes—as per
collector's list 15 00
Interest collected in 1965
Penalties collected in 1965
Abated Taxes During 1965
:
Poll taxes $2 00
Head taxes 5 00
Total credits $3,554 00
Summary of Warrants
Property, Poll and Head Taxes
Levy of 1963
DR.
Uncollected Taxes—January 1. 1965 :
Poll taxes $10 00
Head taxes 25 00










Total debits $59 93
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer During 1965 :
Poll taxes $12 00









Poll taxes $2 00




Poll and Head Taxes
Levy of 1962
DR.
Uncollected Taxes—Jan. 1, 1965 :
Poll taxes $2 00
Head taxes 5 00
$59 93
Interest collected in 1965 25
Penalties collected in 1965 50
Total debits
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer During 1965 :
Poll taxes $2 00






Total credits $7 75
List of Uncollected Property Taxes as of December 31, 1965
Levy of 1965
Resident
Austin, Robert $155 20
Ball, Russell 7 76
Barcome, Morris 7 76
25
Bedaw, William Sr. & Ruth Coburn 208 29
Belding, Mark & Florence 329 80
Besaw, Albert 495 18
Black, August J. 38 80
Blanchard, Charles R. 194 00
Blanchard, Charles A. 125 90
Bob's Auto Sales 426 80
Boucher, Francis & Shirley 196 50
Brosseau, Robert M. 95 25
Brown, Arthur T. 62 40
Brnger, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur D. 411 28
Buckley, Delbert R. 155 20
Budzik, Joseph 201 40
Buffum, Franklin D. 333 68
Butler, Harold 252 20
Calkins, Dorothy 38 80
Cantara, Robert A. 322 04
Carpenter, Charles 135 80
Castor, Leslie 96 29
Chaffee, Leon H. 294 75
Chadwick, Elsie 77 60
Champagne, Ira 38 80
Chaput, Robert 434 56
Cheney, Arnell 329 80
Christian, Wayne 310 40
Cole, Mrs. Bert* 27 16
Comenzo, Edward 471 60
Conboy, Lawrence 46 56
Curry, Richard 659 60
Curtis, Richard V. Sr. 189 82
Cyr, Lemual 148 55
Cummings, Elliot 368 60
Danforth, Richard Otis 113 34
D. C, Inc. 464 63
DeMond, Robert 310 40
Denico, Richard Sr. 70 23
Denico, Warren* 372 48
Dennis, John H. 255 45
Descoteaux, E. J. Sr. 208 29
Devoid, Robert 465 60
26
DiMeco, Richard C. 62 61
Donahue, Robert 90 00
Durant, Clesson 196 50
Earle, Dean H. 104 52
Faulkner, Olive 11 64
Faulkner, Mrs. Jason 337 56
Fish, Reginald 255 45
Fisher, Warren G. Jr. 491 25
Flanders, James W. 294 75
Fontaine, Edward 194 00
Ford, Wesley 8 73
French, Douglas 294 75
Ganley, J. D. 41 56
Garnett, Nellie 135 80
Gomarlo, Stanley 19 40
Goodell, Carroll E.* 722 46
Goodnow, Howard 361 81
Gray, Mabel P.* 388 00
Handy, Eugene 74 88
Harris, Leslie 271 60
Hart, Rodney J. 101 80
Hicks, Joshua 170 75
Hill, Willard 165 68
Hopkins, Robert 197 30
Howard, Elwin 244 44
Huckins, Harold E. 618 98
Hudson, Ernest 520 89
Huggins, Thomas H.* 356 96
Jarvis, Herbert 72 60
Jones, Carroll & Ann M. 1,552 00
Joslyn, Edmond 58 20
Karr, Reginald* 213 40
Kendall, Mrs. Alice S. 512 16
Kiep, Karl 31 44
King, Carroll & Louraine 426 80
Kingsbury, Earl 333 68
Kominicki, Stephen* 357 63
LaCoiUe, Stanley 19 40
Lane, Richard L. 314 40
Lane, Ralph 196 50
27
Laplant, Eugene* 4 85
LaPointe, Parker 39 30
Lazzaro, Alderico 628 80
Lefebvre, Oliver 57 00
Lefebvre, Robert 298 76
Lemere, Mrs. Isabel 11 64
Lewis, Robert C. 194 00
Loranger, Mrs. Wilmer 3 25
Lyman, Roland 624 87
Lyman, Carlton 271 60
Manning, Harry 147 44
Mariaschin, Saul 530 55
Martin, Elwin 388 00
Martin, Reginald 61 60
Martin, Frank Sr. 271 60
Martin, Foster* 543 20
Martineau, Robert & Joanne 235 80
McNally, John 114 76
Messer, June A. & Vester Taylor 196 50
Miller, Mrs. Bernard 407 40
Morris, Ruth C. 93 73
Murphy, Richard P. 522 69
Murray, "William 291 00
Newell, Ronald Jr. 271 60
Olmstead, George 194 00
Packard, Vinter O. 112 20
Page, Floyd W. 491 25
Paight, Philip S. Jr. 97 00
Paige, Harry Sr. 252 20
Pancrazio, Lucien F. 14 00
Papas, Joan E.* 225 04
Pascoe, Thomas & Hazel 259 38
Pasno, Robert 99 50
Penna, Richard 140 65
Perry, Arthur B. 793 46
Phillips, Francis T. 291 00
Piermarini, Eno 388 00
Poole, Lila 20 25
Quintilio, Tullio B. 334 05
Rhoades, Wayne 589 76
28
Rice, Raymond 97 00
Ridley, Edwin Jr. 667 79
Ringland, Vera* 196 50
Rose, James 48 75
Ruffle, Leonard 349 20
Schrepta, Paul L.* 194 00
Sheldon, Guy 9 70
Short, Kenneth 155 20
Short, Leo A. 38 80
Simpson, Helen D. 477 24
Smead, Claude M. 135 02
Sobieski, Chester J. 300 00
St. John, Mrs. Arthur 199 80
Stoddard, Elton 15 52
Stone, Raymond 255 45
Talbot, Lewis J. 58 20
Tetreault, T. G. 155 20
Thayer, Leon* 259 96
Therieault, Ronald 7 76
Todd, Clarence 504 40
Tolman, Raymond 407 40
Tolman, Vernon 271 60
Trombley, Leonard 314 40
Trombley, William 131 15
Vrakititsis, George 78 60
Walker, George Sr. 137 55
Ward, John Sr. 155 20
Wentworth, Fred ' 155 20
White, Lee E. 252 20
Whitney, Alice 77 60
Whitney, Richard 58 20
Whitney, Richard C. 27 16
Willard, Leland 644 08
Williams, Lewis 65 24
Wood, Hazen 3 88
Woodward, Leon 175 00
Non-Resident
Armstrong, David 174 60
Benkosky, Leona K. 194 00
Bolles, Jesse H.* 12 42
29
Bowman Flying Service 294 75
Brown, Ona & Betty 155 20
Bucknell, William 116 40
Champagne, Agnes* 353 70
Cox, Koy & Muriel 19 40
Daniels, Elston 11 64
Davis, Verna 19 40
Dawson, Lester 34 92
Dawson, Richard 3 88
Dickinson, W. E. 322 04
Dickinson, W. E. 2nd 244 44
Goodnow, Villa R. 19 40
Golding-Keene Co. 194 00
Hill, Allan E. & Theresa 58 20
Holbrook, Robert W. 1 94
Huntley, Florence 11 79
Jay's Dept. Store 707 40
Kelly, William 46 56
Kenney, Chester 2 33
Kenney, Chester & Dorothy Blanchard 15 52
Larabee, Darrell 291 00
Lysitt, Mrs. William 263 84
MacKenzie, Elmer 353 70
McLellan, Hugh 3 88
Medvidofsky, Lona G. 451 95
Metcalf , Mrs. Joseph 19 40
Miller, Emile C* 98 25
Monadnock Mobile Homes 485 00
Neilson, Mildred A. 135 80
Page, Harry E. 407 40
Parker, Richard 153 80
Pelkey, Ernest R. 7 76
Powell, H. E. & Shirley 7 76
Russell, Mrs. Harold 155 20
Sears, Mrs. Charles* 267 24
Tasoulas, Ernest 47 16
Tyo, Wallace 78 60
Underwood, Ethel V. 11 79
Veley, Maurice 271 60
* Paid
30














Begin, Mrs. Wilfred E. Sr.
Bergeron, Kenneth
Bergeron, Mrs. Kenneth
Bergeron, Mrs. Edward J.





























































( 'ooper, Mrs. Arthur R.*
Cornwell, Robert L.










Daby, Mrs. Leon M. Jr.
Dani'orth, Mrs. Richard Otis
Danforth, Starbuck 0.









Denico, Mrs. Richard Sr.
Derby, Lawrence E.
Derby, Mrs. Lawrence E.
Derosier, J. Willey






DiMeco, Mrs. Richard C.
Driscoll, Mrs. Wayne
Dubois, Joseph P.





Ellis, Mrs. Earl J.






















Giard, Mrs. Leo A.










































Hudson, Mrs. Ernest Jr.
Jackson, Mrs. Andrew
















































Levesque, Mrs. Ernest Jr.
Lewis, Robert C.
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Martin, Mrs. Frank Sr.









Maynard, Mrs. Harrison G.








Moe, Mrs. Theodore H.
Mooney, Mrs. Warren F.
Morgan, Mrs. Arthur
Morris, Mrs. Frederick J.
Mosher, Robert
Mosher, Mrs. Robert
..niton, Mrs. Richard W.





Newell, Mrs. Ronald Jr.
Nelson, Clarence
x
'! son, Mrs. Clarence
I >:>crg, Carl Jr.
(3 berg, Mrs. Carl Jr.
O'Brien, Mrs. Merton*
Ol instead, George
()1 instead, Mrs. George
( )rkins, Elizabeth*
Packard, Mrs. Vinter 0.
Paight, Philip S. Jr.
I aight, Mrs. Philip S. Jr.
Paige, Frederick G.
Paige, Harry Sr.


























Quintilio, Mrs. Tullio B.*































Smith, Harry J. Jr.
























Thompson, Mrs. Willard H.






Travis, Mrs. Russell L.
Trask, Walter
Trask, Mrs. Walter








Walsh, Mrs. James R.

























\\ right, Mrs. James Sr.








Summary of Tax Sales Accounts—As of December 31, 1965
DR.




Taxes sold to Town during
current fiscal year— $9,417 31
Balance of unredeemed taxes
1/1/65
Interest collected after sale 61 09
Redemption costs 7 80
$5,607 02 $1,643 74
302 51 260 96
7 20 3 60






$4,658 78 $3,802 61 $1,711 15
Abatements-during 1965 10 25
Unredeemed taxes as of
12/31/65 4,817 17 2,114 12 197 15
Total credits $9,486 20 $5,916 73 $1,908 30









Faulkner, Olive 16 68 25 33 $88 02







180 81 17 77
496 28 375 59








Murphy, Richard 526 77
Murray, William F. 318 93













133 93 143 83
68 84 73 79
150 21 169 63





K. J. P, Inc. 524 53
Golding-Keene L99
Talbot, Lewis J. 2 56
Tyo, Wallace 108 a
24 ;:» 109 13
213 87
I hereby certify that bove i owing the name
and amount (hie from each delinquent taxpayer, a^ of December




Balance on hand January 1. 196o $129,396
Receipts, fiscal year ending December 31, 196; B? . : _
-1.002.529 31
Payment, fiscal year ending December 31, 1965 -'".947 34








From local taxes (collected and
Remitted to Treasurer) :
Propert taxes—current year--1965 $493,515 52
Poll taxes—current year 2,386 00
National Bank Stock taxes 61 50
Yield taxes 875 50
State head taxes @ $5.00 & penalties
collected &
7,685 00
Total current year's taxes ; remitted $504,523 52
Property taxes previous years 47,041 54
Poll taxes, previous years 940 00
State head taxes @ $5.00—-previous years 3,015 00
Head taxes penalties 341 00
Interest received on taxes 1,614 01




T.R.A. refund $5 86
Bounties 24 50
Forest fires 1,654 52
Gas tax refund 162 25
Interest & dividend tax 5,930 02
Savings Bank tax 1,576 09
R. R. tax 68 92
Head tax refund 50 74
Blister Rust return 1 00
From local sources, exc;ept taxes
:
Dog licenses $1,564 66
Business licenses, permits 414 99
39
Rent town property 235 00
Motor vehicle permits 34,93] 73
Interest on C. D. 3,648 85
Monad. Regional School, snow removal 24 00
Sale fire truck 110 00
West S. sidewalk Comm. 7.395 00
State of N.H., grader work 90 00
Total current revenue receipts $57,888 13
Receipts other than currenl revenue.
Temporary loan +244,748 26
New trust funds 1,350 00
Nellie Garnet, redemption of property 382 40
Sale Desnoyer property 500 00
Bruce Van Brocklin. refund forest tire 21 00
Chas. T. Gale, refund forest fire 22 50
Chas. Beauregard, refund forest fire 22 50
Claudia. Howard, refund forest fire 42 00
Thomas Hamel, refund forest fire 135 00
Richard Cummin gs, aid refund 718 72
Clark Ins. Agency, refund 144 00
N.H. Ins. Co., ins. on stolen tools 114 19
Howard Goodnow, gravel 7 00
Arthur Whitcomb, gravel 32 20
$248,239Total receipts other than current reveiaue 77
Total receipts from all sources $873,132 35
Cash on hand January 1, 1965 129.396 96






Town officers salaries $6,154 40
Town officers expenses 4,544 59




Protection of Persons & Properties
Police department












Town maintenance (summer $18,217.06)
(winter $15,296.38) 33,513 44
General expenses highway clept. 10,572 36
Town road aid 853 37

















Old age assistance 4,955 15
Public relief 2,563 98
Patriotic Purposes
:
Memorial Day, Old Home Day 375 no
Veterans Aid 325 28
Recreation
:




Internal Revenue 1,989 90
Unclassified
:
Damages & legal expenses 1,543 89
Monadnock Regional Assoc. 750 06
41
Taxes bought by town 9,213 56
Refunds 131 80
Trust funds 1,350 00
New construction & Improvements :
Salt building 4,500 00
Dump load—Winchester St. road 11,666 52
Total current maintenance expenses $142,141 48
Interest
:
Paid on temporary loan $5,251 74
Total interest payments $5,251 74
Indebtedness payments
:
Temporary loan $244,748 26
Total indebtednes payments $244,748 26
Payments to other Governmental
Divisions
:
State of N.H., head tax $9,833 00
Yield tax 178 38
County tax 23,830 54
Precinct tax & hydrant rental 3,075 00
Monadnock Regional School 386,828 94
Total payments to other Governmental
divisions $423,745 86
Total payments for all purposes $815,947 34
Cash on hand December 31, 1965
$
186,581 97
Grand total 51,002,529 31
Tawn Officers Salaries
David M. Perry, selectman $800 00
Halsey H. Smith, selectman 800 00
Jacob M. Haekler, selectman 800 00
Louise L. Hills, tax collector 2,664 00
Arlene W. Perry, treasurer 500 00
42
James H. Hughes, sexton 365 00
Gladys E. Starkey, auditor 100 00
Mildred B. Cross, auditor 100 00
Edith B. Armstrong, deputy town clerk 25 40
$6,154 40
Louise L. Hills, withholding $336 00
Town Officers Expenses
Chase's Inc., supplies $485 53
P.O. East Swanzey, stamps, envelopes 260 88
P.O. West Swanzey, envelopes 61 50
Sentinel Printing Co., town reports 1,250 00
Ballots, etc. 48 67
David M. Perry, selectman, expenses 171 29
assessing head taxes 100 00
Halsey H. Smith, selectman, expenses 121 60
assessing head taxes 100 00
Jacob M. Hackler, selectman, expense 153 10
Assessing head taxes 100 00
Louise L. Hills, tax sales costs 203 75
meeting 22 65
John R. Goodnow, trustee, bookkeeping 200 00
Elizabeth M. Perry, clerical work 30 00
Myrtie S. Hackler, bookkeeping 400 00
clerical work 43 50
Mason Ins. Agency, town officers bonds 302 00
Deputy town clerk bond 5 00
Homestead Press, head & poll tax bills 78 50
D. Reed Chaplin, transfer sheets 56 40
Search-report deed 25 00
Transfers 15 00
Recording deeds 8 55
Mortgage list 130 00
Monadnock Press Inc., ballots 8 60
Archie D. Jennings, treas, bond 50 00
Assoc, of N. H. Assessors, dues 5 00
Keene Publishing Corp., advertising 37 12
Geneva R. Laugher, town clerk assoc, dues 3 00
43
Mildred B. Cross, envelopes, postage 3 00
Phyllis J. Parker, list deceased
prop, owners 40
Ida Rowell, sec., tax coll. assoc. dues 3 00
Richard Ethier, treas., assessors dues 5 00
State of N.H., Mobile Home & boat guides 10 75
boat reports 28 80
Prop, assessors cards 5 00
C. C. Savings Bank, rent safe deposit box 4 50
Edith B. Armstrong, reference book 7 50
Election and Registration
Thomas F. Pairhurst, booth repairs $456 81
James H. Hughes, trucking 4 00
Keene Industrial Paper Co., index cards 7 45
H. Richard Lindberg, moderator 20 00
Thomas H. Huggins, asst. moderator 10 00
Florence T. Belding, ballot clerk 15 00
Maud M. Bell, ballot clerk 15 00
Myrtie S. Hackler, ballot clerk 15 00
Janis Morris, ballot clerk 15 00
Lillian Labelle, ballot clerk 15 00
Robert L. Cornwell, supervisor 75 00
Whitcomb Hall
Richard Wood, janitor $647 00
Monadnock Fuel Co. Inc., fuel 463 11
Public Service Co., lights 191 62
Stromgren Plumb. & Heating, labor
and materials
Wilmer Pickett, care clock
Kurt Haagen, tuning piano
Russell Curtis, roof repairs
Knowlton & Stone, glass












G. E. Fairbanks, janitor $442 20
N.E. Tel. & Tel. Co., phone 133 41
Public Service Co., lights 43 19
Kobert C. Goodale, Sr., snow removal 150 00
Evans H. Barrett, wood 44 00
Bretwood Farm, wood 55 00
Thomas F. Fairhurst, labor, supplies 184 13
Clifton N. Hills, batteries, labor 16 96
Knowlton & Stone, padlocks 1 08
$1,069 97
Police Department
Ralph T. Rines, constable $1,468 90
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., phone 125 25
Edward V. Dunham, duty 1,174 10
Robert L. Cornwell, duty 778 75
Robert L. Bonner, duty 1,529 00
David A. Perry, duty 76 05
Robert W. Murray, duty 7 50
Alden G. Clark, duty 530 05
David Whittemore, duty 624 10
William M. Smith, duty 1,041 15
Frank C. Veley, duty 38 25
Gerald Bell, duty 86 35
Frank Perrotta, photos 10 00
Chas. Schofield, M.D., D.W.I, exam. 10 00
Wilfred Smith, impacto tool 19 00
City of Keene, care prisoners 25 50
Thomas F. O 'Conner, M.D., D.W.I, exam. 10 00
Albert C. Johnston, M.D., D.W.I, exam. 10 00
James B. Ballou, M.D., court appearance 25 00
David G. Adams, blue light, flares 94 40
fuses 14 70
Oxygen 73 87
Keene Two Way Radio, repairs 120 35
Keene Clinic, Tetanus shots 4 00
45
N.H. Fire & Safety Equip Co., flares 21 60'
receivers 400 00
Perkins, Bassett & Wright, ratchet pullers 77 17
chains 15 29
Sanel Auto Parts, batteries, tape 28 20
West Swanzey Fire Co.
N. E. Tel & Tel Co, phone $198 70
Public Service Co., lights 424 64
Homestead Woolen Mills, gas, oil, grease 147 98
Keene Gas Co. Inc., fuel gas 204 11
Harry Manning, treas., mutual aid,
drill, fires 926 49
Monadnock Fuel Co. Inc., fuel 494 17
David G. Adams, equipment 220 00
N.H. Fire & Safety Equip., supplies 63 30
Perkins, Bassett & Wright, rachet pullers 25 73
W. S. Food Store, supplies 49 66
Dept. of Resources, supplies 14 76
Superior Petro. Pro., oil 8 58
Dubois Service Sta., inspection 6 80
Johnson Motor Parts, fuel pump 6 84
Fred A. Towns, supplies 27 90
S. W. N". H. Dist. Fire, Mutual Aid 8 00
Leons Fire Service, tube 4 50
Henry Prevost, Sec, dues 28 00
Keene Two Way Radio, repairs 52 35
Stanley Gomarlo, snow removal 109 50
Keene Industrial Paper Co., batteries 19 44
Sanel, batteries, etc. 48 44
Clark Ins. Agency, treas. bond 5 00
Harold E. Martin, supplies 28 65
Tri State Fire Mutual Aid, dues 10 00




Swanzey Center Fire Co.
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., phone $128 69
Monadnock Fuel Co. Inc., fuel 175 86
Public Service Co., lights 146 44
David G. Adams, equipment 535 00
Ronnie's Service Ctr., gas, oil 103 19
Dugan Oil Service, furnace installation 54 35
Robert C. Goodale Sr., snow removal 85 00
Geo. E. Fairbanks, janitor 212 00
Bergevins, lens 10 17
Jerome Reinrieb, treas., fires, tryouts
officers salary, mutual aid 968 00
N. H. Fire & Safety Equip. Corp., supplies 78 62
Perkins Bassett & Wright, supplies 45 73
S. & J. Auto Parts, Inc., supplies 24 38
Keene Two Way Radio Service, repairs 87 10
Cheshire TV Service, repairs 4 50
Cals Service Sta., oil, grease 112 94
Johnson Motor Parts, fire, truck parts 318 35
Smith Bros., materials, repairs 52 74
The Sherwin Williams Co., brush 2 82
Wilber Bro., batteries 2 24
Cheshire Signs Inc., lettering truck 50 00
S.W.N.H. Dist. Fire Mutual Aid, dues 8 00
Sears Roebuck Co., tools 61 77
Sanel Auto Parts, paint 6 68
Henry Prevost, Sec, dues 26 00
Keene Industrial Paper Co., batteries 19 44
Clark Ins. Agency, treas. bond 5 00
Worcester Fire Equip. Sales, repairs 40 10
M. & W. Service Sta., white gas 1 85
Agway Petroleum Corp., gas, antifreeze 8 10
G. A. Bell, tractor work at river 49 50
Law Motor Freight, Inc., freight 3 40
$3,427 96
47
East Swanzey Fire Co.
N.E. Tel. & Tel. Co., phone $101 95
Public Service Co., lights 157 85
Monadnock Fuel Co. Inc., fuel 178 18
General Electric Co., radio 395 00
David G. Adams, equipment 354 00
supplies 64 82
Valley Hall Country Store, gas 71 29
Charles Beauregard, treas., fires,
Mutual Aid, officers salary, tryouts 961 00
Phillip S. Paight Jr., bulldozer 15 00
Perkins, Bassett & Wright, ratched pullers 25 72
Keene Two Way Radio Service, repairs 61 00
Dept, of Resources, pump 98 40
Ronnie 's Service Ctr., gas, parts, labor,
inspection 53 45
Keene Elec. & Plumb., switch 2 17
Superior Petro. Pro., oil 8 58
S. & J. Auto Parts Inc., supplies 13 36
S.W.N.H. District, Mutual Aid, dues 8 00
Henry Johnson, snow removal 60 00
fires, reports, investigation 70 47
Sanel, supplies 56 01
Jerome Weinrieb, fires 10 50
Henry Prevost, Sec, dues 26 00
Keene Industrial Paper Co., batteries 19 44
Clark Ins. Agency, treas. bond 5 00
Old Colony Lumber Co., trusses 250 00
Agway Petroleum Pro. Corp.,
gas, antifreeze 5 00
!,072 19
Forest Fires
Herbert N. Puffer, Warden
meetings, postage, posters etc. $98 78
City of Keene, fires 150 00
Jerome Weinrieb, treas., forest fires 1,360 56
Charles Beauregard, treas., forest fires 627 00
48
Harry Manning, treas., forest fires 1,329 22
John Woodbury, labor on fire truck 150 00
Bowman Flying Service, use of plane 17 50
Superior Oil Co., gas, oil 4 31
Keene Two Way Eadio, batteries 26 80
Ronnie's Service Ctr., gas 22 14
Randolph Lavigne, fires, permits
investigation 38 82
Henry Johnson, Deputy F. F. Warden, labor
mileage, expenses, investigation 305 96
G. A. Bell, water hole 28 00
Blister Kust
William H. Messeck Jr., director $175 00
Bounties
David M. Perry $17 00
Jacob M. Hackler 12 25
Insurance




Property floating policy 19 18
Gen. auto liab. 174 60
False arrest policy 350 00
Workmen's Compensation 513 42
Clark Ins. Agency, Town bldgs. 1,011 00
Truck ins. 1,144 00
Comp. fire & theft 105 00
Ins. on pavilion 113 90
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co.,






State of N.H., typewriter $5 00
N.H. Distributing Agency, desk 9 90
Dubois Service Sta., gas 4 00
N.H. Fire & Safety Equip.,
resuscitator 336 00
Ervs' Inc., ambulance repairs, oil 13 65
Agway Petro. Corp., gas 4 00
Ronnie 's Service Ctr., tires, red
light, labor 63 00
Health Department
Elliot Community Hospital $2,948 00




Public Service Co., lights
William Coburn, land
E. J. Bergeron, pump repairs
R. W. Payne Inc., bulldozer
Homestead Woolen Mills, gas, oil
C. L. Emerson, labor, trucks, shovel

























C. L. Emerson, Agent, labor, trucks
shovel, backhoe $4,830 75
C. L. Emerson, Jr., labor 1,564 80
Robert Laffond, labor 1,507 80
Charles Adams, labor 428 70
Anthony Lash, labor 920 80
George Calkins 3rd., ]abor 411 20
Webster Joslyn, labor 15 00
Freeman Ward, labor 602 10
Philip Bourassa, labor 980 15
Frederick Buffum, labor 142 90
David Gregory, labor 83 50
Alfred Cutter, labor 206 60
George Emerson, labor 237 20
Ronald Theriault, labor 90 50
Ernest Derosier, labor 154 50
G. A. Bell, installing culvert 22 50
Howard B. Goodnow, bridge repairs 20 00
Cold River Hot Mix Corp., patch 3,265 94
Brushmaster Dist. Inc., broom rental 10 00
R. W. Payne Inc., bulldozer 170 00
Merrimack Farmer's Exg., chloride 329 36
Robert C. Goodale Sr., mowing brush, parts 300 00
Trimount Bitu. Pro., asphalt 3,910 26
Earl Dunton, compressor 12 60
Town Roads, Winter
C. L. Emerson, Agent, labor, trucks





















Ernest Desrosier, labor 349 00
Cold River Hot Mix Corp., patch 6 17
Keene Sand & Gravel, sand 160 11
The Chemical Corp., salt 5,642 66
Richard Wood, snow removal 57 75
$15,296 38
Withholding, summer & winter $1,362 30
Town Road Aid
State of N.H. $853 37
Street Lighting
Public Service Co. of N.H., lights $4,216 02
General Expenses Highway Department
C. L. Emerson, gas
Knowlton & Stone, supplies
R. W. Payne Inc., moving bulldozer
Northeastern Culvert Co., culverts
Tuckers, engine
Charles Beauregard, lumber
Old Colony Lumber Co., lumber
M. S. Perkins Mach. Co. Inc.,
labor & materials
Perkins, Bassett & Wright, supplies
S. & J. Auto Parts, flashes, bulbs
blades, tubing, polish, parts
Homestead Woolen Mills, gas
D. H. Auto Repairs, truck repairs
Cold River Hot Mix, patch
Fletchers Paint Co., paint, brush






















Keene Sand & Gravel, sand, stone,
grits, gravel
John A. Connare Inc., tires
Cheshire Oil Co., tube, tires
Erv's Fuel Oil & Service, gas, fuel
kerosene, inspection
A. E. Hill, crushed gravel
Earl Dunton, drilling, blasting
R. C. Hazelton Co. Inc., cutting edges
grader blades, parts, shoes
H. P. Welch, Co., freight





Brushmaster Dist. Inc., brush rental
throttle control
parts
Keats Inc., truck repairs, parts, labor
Arthur Whitcomb Inc., blocks
The Spurwick Co., oil, supplies
Cheshire Oil Co., tire repairs
tire, tube & mounting
Crocker Metal Co., steel posts, pipe
Hedge & Matthiers, shaft & bearings
Lyle Signs, Inc., stop sign
street signs
Leons Tire Service, grader tubes
Cheshire Signs Inc., signs
H. L. Hold-en Co., tool box cover
G & R Electric Motor Co., starter repairs
Keene Elect. & Plumb., pipe, supplies
Dennis Mispel, labor on signs
J. M. Hackler, truck, labor on signs
Robert C. Goodale, Sr., parts
Washers Radiator & Glass Co., truck
heater repairs
Graves Equip. Inc., socket





































Scott Aviation Corp., parts, labor 36 89
Bramil Pump & Supply Co., hose &
connections 6 44
State of N.H., sipis 10 10
$10,572 36
Libraries
William N. Sparhawk, treas..
Stratton Free Libra ry $650 00
Louise L. Hills, treas.,
Mt. Caesar Library 650 00
Phillip Woodward, treas.,
E. Swanzey Community House Libr;ary 450 00
$1,750 00
Old Age Assistance
State of N.H. $4,955 15
$4,955 15
Public Relief
Case No. 1 $120 60
Case No. 2 49 40
Case No. 3 265 57
Case No. 4 50 00
Case No. 5 198 77
Case No. 6 496 44
Case No. 7 310 22
Case No. 8 669 09






Memorial Day, Old Home Day
Russell O'Brien, treas., Memorial Day $275 00
Mrs. Roger Emery, Old Home Day 100 00
Soldier's Aid
Soldier's Aid $325 28
Parks and Playgrounds
Herbert N. Puffer, care common W.S. $53 75
Cemeteries
James H. Hughes, labor $903 00
G. E. Fairbanks, labor 408 35
Roy Piper, surveying W. Port
cemetery 244 50
Chase's Tree Service, tree removal 49 00
Jeremiah Thibault, mower 52 50
repairs 5 00
Robert C. Goodale, Sr., snow removal 25 00
mowing brush 20 00
Damages and Legal Expenses
Homer S. Bradley, legal
Ralph Rines, constable, dog damage
William M. Smith, dog damage
Carroll Tolman, hens killed by dogs
Alvin Davis, rabbits killed by dogs
Robert Bonner, dog damage















Arthur McKew, treas. $750 06
Taxes Bought by Town
Louise L. Hills, collector, t n x snlc $9,213 56
Refunds
Clarence Todd, boat tax refund $12 64
Mrs. Mabel Gray, poll tax refund 2 00
Kenneth A. Nelson, refund on taxes 101 12
Richard Curry, error on taxes 9 48
Richard Dimeco, refund on taxes 6 56
Trust Funds
Leon B. Emery, cemetery fund $200 00
Winston C. Ferguson, cemetery fund 200 00
Victor L. & Rose A. Smith, perpetual care 250 00
Walter & Perley Dunton, perpetual care 100 00
Annie Boucher, cemetery fund 200 00
Harry E. Howes lot, perpetual care 150 00
Ernest & Laure Smith, perpetual care 250 00
Interest
Indian Head Nat'l. Bank, interest
on temporary loan $5,251 74
New Construction—Dump Road
William Coburn, land $200 00







Robert Stowell, land damage 150 00
C. L. Emerson, labor, trucks, shovel 3,372 20
C. L. Emerson, Jr., labor 515 40
Robert Laffond, labor 471 60
Anthony Lash, labor 318 85
Philip Bourassa, labor 462 47
George Calkins, 3rd., labor 137 10
Charles Adams, labor 119 35
Frederick Buffum, labor 67 80
Albert Porter, shovel 759 00
Victor Patnode, gravel 14 50
Earl R. Drew & Sons, crushing gravel 506 00
Stanley Gomarlo, gravel 150 00
Robert Plummer, gravel 48 00




Roy Piper, survey $151 50
John & Jessie Bokum, land damage 100 00
C. L. Emerson, labor, truck, shovel 1,730 10
C. L. Emerson, Jr., labor 242 00
Robert Laffond, labor 242 00
Philip Bourassa, labor 234 68
Anthony Lash, labor 107 65
Charles Adams, labor 108 15
Frederick Buffum, labor 54 90
Albert Porter, shovel 247 50
Allen Hill, dozer 75 00
Earl R. Drew & Sons, crushing gravel 506 00
N. E. Pole & Wood Treating Corp., posts 75 00
Stanley Gomarlo, gravel 100 00
National Fence & Granite Co.,
auger rental 96 00
$4,070 48
Withholding $88 05




Indian Head Nat'l. Bank, loan $244,748 26
$244,748 26
State and County
County tax $23,830 54
Heads & Penalties 9,833 00
Yield tax 178 38
$33,841 92
Precinct Tax
Mrs. Karl Underwood Jr., treas.,
Hydrant rental & precinct tax $3,075 00
$3,075 00
School Tax
Monadnock Regional School District
Arlene W. Perry, treas $386,828 94
$386,828 94
58
TOWN OF SWANZEY TRUST FUNDS
Balance Paid Balance
12/31/64 Interest Out 12/31/65
Mary Starkey Howard $200 30 $8 65 $6 00 $202 95
C. W. Madden 173 78 5 40 179 18
Allen C. Wilcox 380 92 15 10 9 00 387 02
Thomas H. O'Brien 262 71 10 90 13 00 260 61
Ellen & Anderson Worcester 103 18 4 31 4 50 102 99
Edgar C. Emery 157 09 6 46 6 50 157 05
Ibie A. B. Avery 213 91 8 65 8 50 214 06
Hinds Cemetery Fund 103 78 4 31 4 50 103 59
Walter R. Hewes &
Frank Domina 102 21 4 31 4 00 102 52
Clark B. Holbrook 2nd 232 16 8 65 8 00 232 81
Charles M. Ballou 299 57 10 90 6 00 304 47
Eugene C. Hunt 219 69 8 65 8 00 220 34
Louis Broulett 226 68 8 65 6 00 229 33
Addie J. Faulkner 154 15 6 46 6 50 154 11
Stephen Faulkner 154 40 6 46 6 75 154 11
Lizzie Rixford 103 95 4 31 4 50 103 76
Joseph & Betsey Whitcomb 109 34 4 31 4 00 109 65
Howard & Harvey Fund 263 71 10 90 13 00 261 61
Albert Barber 154 59 5 40 6 00 153 99
William Knight 104 02 4 31 4 00 104 33
Albert G. Read 225 31 8 65 8 00 225 96
Jessie Murphy 108 85 4 31 4 00 109 16
Asa He aley 103 33 4 31 4 00 103 64
Joseph & Sally Whitcomb 110 27 4 31 4 00 110 58
Manning Hunt 109 20 4 31 5 00 108 51
Capt. Peter Holbrook 190 07 6 46 6 00 190 53
William & Susanna Read 230 82 8 65 6 00 233 47
Clark B. Holbrook 1st 194 73 6 46 6 00 195 19
Charles W. Graves 225 97 8 65 8 00 226 62
Albert R. Ballou &
Benj. Mason 177 58 6 46 6 00 178 04
J. Wesley & Nellie C. Jerome 160 79 6 46 5 00 162 25
Forest H. Emery 211 44 8 65 10 00 210 09
Lester & Doris Pelletier 159 59 6 46 5 00 161 05
Aquilla Ramsdell 208 68 8 65 8 00 209 33
W. Anslo Grace 160 74 6 46 5 00 162 20
Herbert & Lissie Carter 207 43 8 65 8 50 207 58
Lemuel Long 211 18 8 65 8 00 211 83
Orsamus C. Nash 207 43 8 65 8 50 207 58
Orison D. &
Olan 0. Twitchell 158 07 6 46 6 00 158 53
Harry A. &
Esther Worcester 154 58 6 46 6 75 154 29
Lorenzo R. Holbrook 154 42 6 46 6 75 154 13
Jessie E. Tuttle 103 92 4 31 4 50 103 73
Florence & James Bishop 136 30 5 40 5 00 136 70
George G. Page 149 11 6 46 3 00 152 57
59
Herbert C. Taft
Lizzie & Ivan Scribner
Elijah C. Belding



















































Walter E. & Minnie Day
Lester Harris
Charles E. & Ana Carlton
Balance Paid Balance
12/31/64 Interest Out 12/31/65
104 22 4 31 4 00 104 53
207 39 8 65 8 50 207 54
228 65 8 65 6 00 231 30
261 65 8 65 270 30
204 35 8 65 8 50 204 50
221 60 8 65 6 00 224 25
208 35 8 65 8 50 208 50
205 35 8 65 8 50 205 50
223 59 8 65 6 00 226 24
225 59 8 65 5 00 229 24
156 61 6 46 6 75 156 32
168 12 6 46 6 00 168 58
153 34 6 46 6 00 153 80
153 88 6 46 6 50 153 84
102 82 4 31 5 00 102 13
105 38 4 31 4 50 105 19
206 22 8 65 8 50 206 37
104 33 4 31 4 50 104 14
126 57 5 40 6 00 125 97
113 55 4 31 5 00 112 86
114 94 4 31 4 00 115 25
81 42 3 23 3 00 81 65
103 47 4 31 4 00 103 78
109 84 4 31 5 00 109 15
223 15 8 65 6 00 225 80
111 55 4 31 4 00 111 86
104 26 4 31 5 00 103 57
110 14 4 31 5 00 109 45
105 59 4 31 5 00 104 90
225 32 8 65 6 00 227 97
109 98 4 31 4 00 110 29
107 08 4 31 5 00 106 39
105 71 4 31 4 00 106 02
105 07 4 31 4 00 105 38
107 04 4 31 4 00 107 35
213 61 8 65 8 00 214 26
106 79 4 31 4 00 107 10
416 69 17 27 15 00 418 96
103 91 4 31 4 50 103 72
102 41 4 31 4 50 102 22
219 77 8 65 8 50 219 92
206 50 8 65 8 50 206 65
103 33 4 31 4 50 103 14
217 19 8 65 10 00 215 84
78 91 3 24 3 75 78 40
80 40 3 24 3 50 80 14
102 74 4 31 4 50 102 55
303 61 10 90 6 00 308 51
356 15 12 95 15 00 354 10
170 02 6 46 5 00 171 48
193 62 6 46 8 50 191 58




Willard & Nellie Ballou
Clifford Twitchell






















































12/31/64 Interest Out 12/31/65
105 49 4 31 5 00 104 80
204 13 8 65 8 50 204 28
218 38 8 65 6 00 221 03
192 39 7 53 6 00 193 92
1,092 96 43 18 36 80 1,099 34
285 96 10 90 5 00 291 86
104 11 4 31 8 50 99 92
116 40 4 31 5 00 115 71
132 26 5 40 5 00 132 66
103 91 4 31 4 50 103 72
105 91 4 31 4 50 105 72
106 11 4 31 4 50 105 92
103 11 4 31 4 50 102 92
104 18 4 31 4 50 103 99
134 12 4 31 6 50 131 93
102 13 4 31 4 50 101 94
102 33 4 31 4 50 102 14
105 78 4 31 4 50 105 59
248 35 8 65 4 50 252 50
51 31 2 18 2 00 51 49
114 14 4 31 5 00 113 45
105 18 4 31 4 50 104 99
103 34 4 31 4 50 103 15
531 01 21 59 25 00 527 60
213 51 8 65 6 00 216 16
211 51 8 65 6 00 214 16
258 46 10 90 10 00 259 36
359 78 12 95 9 00 363 73
209 21 8 65 8 50 209 36
157 43 6 46 7 00 156 89
162 50 6 46 6 00 162 96
247 53 8 65 8 00 248 18
111 71 4 31 5 00 111 02
' 218 64 7 74 7 00 219 38
106 68 4 31 5 00 105 99
77 56 3 23 3 75 77 04
107 21 4 31 5 00 106 52
109 74 4 31 4 50 109 55
115 43 4 31 5 00 114 74
289 71 8 65 10 00 288 36
51 35 2 19 2 00 51 54
233 59 8 65 8 50 233 74
51 10 2 19 2 00 51 29
110 97 4 31 4 50 110 78
110 68 4 31 4 50 110 49
106 68 4 31 4 50 106 49
103 08 4 31 4 50 102 89
107 83 4 31 4 50 107 64
103 02 4 31 8 50 98 83
105 17 4 31 4 50 104 98
179 48 6 46 7 50 178 44
106 75 4 31 4 50 106 56
165 60 6 46 7 50 164 56
106 01 4 31 4 50 105 82
101 32 4 31 4 50 101 13
107 32 4 31 4 50 107 13
61
Balance Paid Balance
12/31/64 Interest Out 12/31/65
Daniel Greenleaf 105 41 4 31 4 50 105 22
Norris Carter 103 41 4 31 4 50 103 22
George W. Ward 105 34 4 31 4 50 105 15
Ellen V. Marvin 168 19 6 46 7 50 167 15
Emma A. Faulkner 229 11 8 65 10 00 227 76
George A. Whitcomb 169 36 6 46 6 00 169 82
H. F. Whitcomb &
Henry Aldrich 318 52 13 25 11 50 320 27
Henry Abbott 158 62 6 62 6 00 159 24
Edward L. Martin 230 67 8 65 239 32
Harold & Bessie Barden 215 67 8 65 6 00 218 32
Charles Moore 214 67 8 65 6 00 217 32
Walter Dunton 138 85 5 40 5 00 139 25
Ernest & Amelia Dunham 209 63 8 65 6 00 212 28
James Rolf 100 64 4 31 4 50 100 45
Fred Kenney 103 20 4 31 6 00 101 51
Lovell & Elvira Taft 168 15 6 46 6 00 168 61
Seth L. &
Elvira H. Aldrich 164 51 6 46 5 00 165 97
James E. Handy &
Joseph Ware 102 57 4 31 4 50 102 38
Clara E. Lane 184 61 6 46 6 00 185 07
Herbert E. Carter 103 33 4 31 4 50 103 14
Hattie R. Ramsdell 144 07 4 31 5 00 143 38
Webster D. Derby 104 32 4 31 4 50 104 13
Randall—Bolles 103 05 4 31 4 50 102 86
Laura A. Cheever 102 52 4 31 4 50 102 33
G. H. Stephenson 102 27 4 31 4 50 102 08
Flora E. Newell 106 50 4 31 4 00 106 81
William E. Hildreth 211 48 8 65 10 00 210 13
Charles Marsh 208 57 8 65 8 50 208 72
Charles A. Barden &
Fred A. Carter 572 13 17 27 589 40
Carl R. &
Bertha B. Ramsdell 206 65 8 65 8 50 206 80
Walter H. & John H. Streeter 372 88 12 95 8 00 377 83
Willard A. Putnam 103 81 4 31 4 50 103 62
Lorenzo N. Hewes &
Flora M. Hutchins 103 62 4 31 4 00 103 93
Miles—Capron 207 53 8 65 8 50 207 68
Rufus Taft 200 03 8 65 8 50 200 18
Ferd Heath 152 29 6 46 6 75 152 00
Mary E. Tyo 278 51 10 90 289 41
Ceylon Lang 202 53 8 65 8 00 203 18
Chester E. Lane 204 53 8 65 6 00 207 18
Eugene & Fannie Applin 207 53 8 65 6 00 210 18
Edgar S. &
Frances E. Small 205 53 8 65 6 00 208 18
C. Leon Marsh 152 04 6 46 6 00 152 50
Edward & Thelma Wheelock 206 44 8 65 6 00 209 09
Edwin E. Ridley 208 44 8 65 8 00 209 09
Alfred G. Graves 160 19 6 46 5 00 161 65
John H. & Mary A. Bolles 322 67 12 96 15 00 320 63
Roy E. Eastman 218 12 8 65 10 00 216 77
Thomas Parkinson 154 37 6 46 6 00 154 83
Alfred Talbot 103 41 4 31 4 50 103 22
Lewis S. & Flora A. Talbot 216 60 8 65 8 00 217 25
62
Balance Paid Balance
12/31/64 Interest Out 12/31/65
John Hill 99 77 4 31 4 00 100 08
J. E. Belcher 105 51 4 31 4 50 105 32
Russell Hill 104 76 4 31 4 50 104 57
Joseph Hill 104 76 4 31 4 50 104 57
Clarence F. &
Carrie Worcester 158 19 6 46 6 00 158 65
Orrin F. Oakman &
Henry C. Howes 102 12 4 31 4 50 101 93
Peter Holbrook 208 44 8 65 6 00 211 09
Sherman & Leila Noyes 528 66 21 59 10 00 540 25
Verry—Curtis 203 51 8 65 8 50 203 66
William E. Nash 202 51 8 65 8 50 202 66
James & Donald Abrams 261 06 10 90 8 00 263 96
Benjamin Bowen 151 69 6 46 6 75 151 40
Charles Sears &
Joseph Kershaw 207 51 8 65 6 00 210 16
Alexander & Florence
Thompson 209 97 8 65 6 00 212 62
Kempton—Bloom—Freeman 205 97 8 65 8 50 206 12
Andrew Bloom 205 97 8 65 8 50 206 12
Elwin Worcester 130 37 5 39 135 76
Earl & Mildred Ballou 201 41 8 65 8 00 202 06
Ethel E. Buckley 257 15 10 90 268 05
Thomas Paro 127 68 5 39 133 07
John Whitcomb 204 29 8 65 8 00 204 94
Amelia Vallier 127 69 5 39 5 00 128 08
Leander Page, Sr. 204 29 8 65 6 00 206 94
Wendell C. Page 102 46 4 31 4 00 102 77
J. Norman Staubach 253 57 10 90 8 00 256 47
W. C. Oakman 202 13 8 65 8 50 202 28
Parker & Mildred
Patch, Jr. 201 41 8 65 6 00 204 06
Charles Carlton 104 34 4 45 108 79
Clarence & Helen Trombley 200 72 8 65 209 37
Herman F. & Lula Lewis 235 41 8 65 6 00 238 06
Joseph Long &
Ellery Leborveau 161 59 6 46 5 00 163 05
Herbert & Florence
Kendrick 210 06 8 65 10 00 208 71
Marshall Putnam 156 09 6 46 6 75 155 80
Lyle E. Beal 100 77 4 31 5 00 100 08
Lizzie A. Taft 163 36 6 46 6 00 163 82
Lillias S. Stone 287 82 8 65 296 47
P. A. White 102 37 4 31 4 50 102 18
Cleveland Cemetery Fund 206 07 8 65 8 50 206 22
Winfield Hinds 103 37 4 31 4 50 103 18
Arlon R. Downing 214 20 8 65 6 00 216 85
Yost—Newell 136 76 5 40 5 00 137 16
Lee W. Burke 159 45 6 46 6 50 159 41
Amos M. Hill 104 56 4 31 4 50 104 37
Smith & Foster 103 48 4 31 4 50 103 29
Una B. Ballou 166 95 6 46 5 00 168 41
Josiah P. & Edwin F. Read 218 57 8 65 6 00 221 22
John Holbrook 214 77 8 65 8 00 215 42
Mellon R. Holbrook 298 01 12 95 9 00 301 96
A. A. Ware 329 64 12 96 9 00 333 60





Victor L. & Rose A. Smith
Annie Boucher
Walter & Perley Dunton
Harry E. Howes
Ernest & Laura Smith
Balance Paid Balance
L2/31/64 Interest Out 12/31/65
209 03 8 65 8 50 209 18
7 12 207 12
4 68 204 68
3 28 253 28
1 45 201 45
1 45 101 45
1 20 151 20
250 00
$44,330 36 $1,784 71 $1,539 05 $45,926 02
Nettie Stone
(Pavillion) A $1,163 01 $50 08 $1,213 09
Frank L. Snow
(School) B 5,161 07 215 34 $215 34 5,161 07
Frank L. Snow
(Sidewalk) C 70,626 53 4,676 46 10,000 00 65,302 99
Lucy J. W. Carpenter D 30,159 34 1,886 58 2,365 00 29,680 92
Samuel A. Read
(E. Swanzey) E 12,560 32 792 39 758 08 12,594 63
Geo. E. Whitcomb, Jr.
(Carpenter Home) F 10,468 91 456 24 699 00 10,226 15
Geo. E. Whitcomb, Jr.
(Whitcomb Hall) G 5,723 60 256 20 5,979 80
Cemetery income
fund H 1,167 62 183 90 1,351 52
Edna C. Whitcomb
(Whitcomb Hall) I 5,545 90 236 37 5,782 27
Edna C. Whitcomb
(Carpenter Home) J 5,233 33 220 34 236 00 5,217 67
Charles Carlton
(Community House) K 1,042 52 43 18 40 00 1,045 70
Charles Carlton
(Library) L 3,127 59 129 54 125 00 3,132 13
Charles Carlton
(Aged & Infirm) M 5,282 33 224 94 150 00 5,357 27
Charles Carlton
(Hist. Bldg.) N 5,282 33 224 94 5,507 27
Charles Carlton
(Mt. Caeser Cem.) O 10,564 68 449 89 11,014 57
$217,439 44 $11,831 10 $16,127 47 $214,493 07














principal account savings book
Interest account savings book
principal account savings book
interest account savings book
shares Union Pacific Railroad
shares Southern Pacific Railroad
shares New Hampshire Insurance Company
shares American Tel. & Tel. Co.
principal account savings book
interest account savings book
64
9,410 04 interest account savings book
Purchase valuation of above stock $45,545.75
D 592 00 shares American Tel. & Tel. Co.
*140 shares National Shawmut Bank, now Shawmut
Assoc.
360 shares Chase Manhattan Bank
503 89 principal account savings book
92 99 interest account savings book
Purchase valuation of above stocks $29,165.80
E *70 shares National Shawmut Bank, now
Shawmut Assoc,
shares Chase Manhattan Bank
principal account savings book
interest account savings book
Purchase valuation of above stocks $7,209.08
principal account savings book
interest account savings book
principal account savings book
interest account savings book
cemetery income savings book
principal account savings book
interest account savings book
principal account savings book
interest account savings book
principal account savings book
interest account savings book
principal account savings book
interest account savings book
principal account savings book
interest account savings book
principal account savings book
interest account savings book
principal account savings book
interest account savings book
* National Shawmut Bank shares exchanged on basis of 1.4 for 1 for


































































REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF
CARPENTER HOME
Jan. 1, 1965—Dec. 31, 1965
$406 96
3,300 00
Balance on hand, Jan. 1, 1965




Wayne Rhoades, replacing and fixing 11 lites
M. S. Perkins Machine, thawing water pipes
Clesson's Color Center, 16 new shades, etc.
Stromgren Plumbing, new 120 gal. water tank
Wayne Rhoades, 2 alum, double windows
Collier Electric, installation new distribution center
Cheshire Oil, circulator repaired
Collier Electric, new light & installation, kitchen
Louise Simeneau, State Nursing Home Ass'n. dues
Mark Toppan, Inc., installation linoleum bedroom
west of kitchen
Wayne Rhoades, storm windows
Clark Ins. Agency
Secretary of State, registration of name
Louise Simeneau, flowers for urn
Collier Electric, wall switches for all rooms
Gerken Television, tubes, etc.
Lindsey Plumbing, new trap for sink
Monadnock Septic Tank Co.
Chase Tree Service, removal maple stump
N. H. Fire & Safety Equip., emergency light battery
Town of Westmoreland, taxes
Merrimack Farmers' Exchange, service



























Collier Electric, repairs to annunciator system 13 50
W. V. Toomey & Co., partial payment on new boiler
burner, circulator, etc. 1,800 40
Public Service Co. 22 20
Bank Service charges 2 20
Total disbursements $3,545 95
Balance on hand, Dec. 31, 1965 $161 01
MARY E. STONE,
ROBERT C. GOODALE, SR.,
THEODORE H. MOE, SR.,
Trustees of The Carpenter Home
68
MT. CAESAR UNION LIBRARY
Librarian's Report
High point of the year was becoming a part of the State
Library System. Many benefits have already been received
because of this decision—including a grant making possible
the purchase of much needed reference books ; central catalog-
ing and classification of purchased books through central book
purchasing with an increased price discount; library techniques
course for librarians in the local districts.
The installation of a new desk, a memorial to Mrs. Frances
Small, makes for greater efficiency and is an attractive ad-
dition to the library.
The total circulation for the year was 7784 books. A total
of 111 new books have been purchased, and we have received
66 additional books as gifts as well as several memorial gifts.
We are truly grateful to those who have contributed so gener-
ously to the library.
Since November 16, 1965 the Library has been open each
Tuesday as well as each Thursday from 2 :30-4 :30 P.M. and
6 :30-9 :00 P.M. Already there is an increase in circulation, and





Received from the Town
Disbursements
Books and Magazines















Books and magazines 148 60














New Book Cases Fund














18 doz. flags 18" @ $27.00 gross $40 50
Speaker, Rev,; Guth




3 wreaths @ $4.00
2 urns® $5.00
205 geraniums @ $.55
? Total $134 75
2 Veterans Marker @ $6.24 ea. 12 48









REPORT OF S8DEWALK COMMITTEE
For 1965
Balance on hand Jan. 1 1065 $1,161 78
Received from Trust Fund 7,500 00
Received from Trust Fund 2,500 00
$11,161 78
Paid Out
0! L. Emerson and Town of Swanzey for widening
North Winchester St. and help build new road to
dump $8,000 00
Cleaning walks 545 75
Repairing walks 2,240 15










REPORT OF POLICE DEPARTMENT
To the honorable Board of Selectmen and Voters of Swanzey
:
I herewith submit my report from January 1, 1965 to De-
cember 31, 1965
:
Following is a summary of cases which have been investi-







Hit & Run 6
Assault 3
Break & Enter 22
Complaints against juveniles 20
Commitments to State Hospital 2
Dog Complaints 60
Dog Bites 17
Stray Dogs picked up 21
Dogs Returned to owners 3
Dogs killed by cars 18
Doors found unlocked—owner notified 42
DWI 6
Drunk 6
Distruction of property 2
Disturbances 27
Disorderly persons 4
Emergency messages delivered 19
Larceny 20




Stolen goods found 5
Suspicious persons 8
Suspicious cars checked 23
Stake Outs 6




Stolen car recovered 1
Aid to persons 17
Illegal Possession of liquor 5
Animal complaints other than dog 3




REPORT OF FIRE DEPT.
1965
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen and Voters of Swan-
zey. I herewith submit my report from Jan. 1, 1965 to Dec. 31,















We have examined the accounts of the Selectmen, Town
Treasurer, Collector of Taxes, Town Clerk, Trustes of Trust
Funds, Trustees of Carpenter Home, and have found them to






At the request of the Selectmen, there is submitted here-
with a transcript of births, marriages and deaths as recorded
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L & B $11000
Exempt 1000 $10000 $393 00
Adams, Ernest E., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Adams, Harold J.
Poll & Head
L & B 11000 11000 433 80
Adams, Harold J., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Adams, Harry &
W. Adams & Harriet
Corliss
40a L & B 6000
5a Hill
meadow 25 6025 233 77
Adams, Grace
Poll & Head
L & B 6500 6500 259 20
Allan, John A.
L & B 12500 12500 491 25
Allan, Lloyd & Stella
L & B 12500




Poll & Head 7 00
Allen, Robert
Poll & Head 7 00
Allen, Robert Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Aldrich. Alfred
Poll & Head
Trailer 1500 1500 65 95
Ambrose, Robert D.
Head
L & B 6500
Exempt 1000 5500 218 40
Ambrose, Robert D., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Amidon, Perley
Head
2a L & B 5500
1 Land 400
Exempt 1000 4900 195 12
Amidon, Perley, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Applin, Robert &
Dorothy









L & B 16900
Exempt 1000 15900

































Arseneault. L. George, Mrs
Poll & Head
Atherton, A. W., Mrs.
L & B 11500 11500
Atherton, Howard &
Emma







































L & B 10800 10800 431 44
Auger, Leo A., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Austin, Robert
Poll & Head
L & B 2500
Machinery 1500 4000 162 20
Austin, Robert, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Aveline, Henry
Poll & Head
L & B 8000 8000 317 40
Aveline, Henry, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Ayers, Cassius
Poll & Head
L & B 19500 19500 763 60
Ayers, Cassius, Mrs.




Poll & Head 7 00
Baker, Walter Jr.
Poll & Head
L & B 9500 9500 375 60
Baker, Walter Jr., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Baker, Raymond
Poll & Head 7 00
Balcom, Alvin R.
Head
L & B 16100
Exempt 1000 15100 590 88
Balcom, Alvin R., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Baldwin, Wm. J.
& Phyllis
L & B 7500
Exempt 1000 6500 252 20
Baldwin, William J.
Head 5 00
Baldwin, Wm. J., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Ball, Russell
Head
Welder 200 200 12 76
Ball, Russell, Mrs.




Poll & Head 7 00
Ball, George




L & B 14500
Cottage
S. L. 5500 20000
Ballou, Edgar, Mrs.
L & B 9000 9000
Ballou, Earl






L & B 8700
Strickland
lot 50










70a Fish lot 150 12250
Barden, Donald
Poll & Head
100a L & B 5000 5000
Bardwell, Walter
Poll & Head





































Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll & Head 7 00 Bauer, Clifford A.
Barfield, Odum & Helen R.
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 13500 13500 530 55
Barfield, Odum, Mrs. Bauer, Clifford A.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Barnes, James Bauer, Clifford 1 A., Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
L&B 15700 Beard, Elton E.
Exempt 1000 14700 582 71 Head
Barries, James, Mrs. L & B 11000
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 10000 393 00
Barrett, Forest Beard, Elton E., Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 12100 Beauregard, Charle:
Boat 200 12300 490 39 Head
Barrett, Forest, Mrs. L & B 14000
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 13000 509 40
Barrett, Marshall J. Beauregard, Charleis, Mrs.
& Beatrice Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 15300 15300 593 64 Beckman, H. D.
Barrett. Marshall J. % a L & B 8500 8500 329 80
Poll & Head 7 00 Beckwith, Vernon G.
Barrett, Marshall J., Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 V2 a L & B 8000
Barrett, Willard 2a L & B 6000
Head Exempt 1000 13000 509 40
L & B 7500 Beckwith, Vernon Gr., Mrs.
:
Exempt 1000 6500 257 20 Poll & Head 7 00
Barrett, Willard, Mrs. Bedard, Armond V.
Poll & Head 7 00 & Marion J.
Barrett, John House, un-
Poll & Head 7 00 fin. 13500
Barrett, John, Mrs. Small
Poll & Head 7 00 cottage 1000
Bartlett, Raymond, Mrs. 25a land 1000
L & B 10500 10500 407 40 Joslyn lot 500
Bassingthwaite, Howard Stock in
Head 5 00 trade 400
Bassingthwaite, Howard, Mrs.







L & B 9500
Exempt 1000 8500
Batchelder, Clarence H., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Batchelder, Ernest F.
Poll & Head
L & B 10000 10000 395 00
Batchelder, Ernest F., Mrs.




Exempt 10C0 15400 597 52
Bedard, Armond V.
Head 5 00
Bedard, Armond V., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Bedard, Mary
Poll & Head 7 00
Bedard. Alyere
Poll & Head
L & B 10500 10500 414 40
Bedard, Alyere, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Bedaw, Robert & Lillian
L & B 13800

















Bedaw, Wm. Sr. &
Ruth Coburn








L & B 6500
Exempt 1000 5500




L & B 9000 9000
Bedaw, Lewis S.
Poll & Head




L & B 11400 11400









Belding, Mark & Florence








L & B 16000





































L & B 5000
Exempt 1000 4000
Bemis, Julius, H., Mrs.
Poll & Head





























L & B 1I0C1 11000




L & B 6500
Exempt 1000 5500









































Exempt 1000 5 00
Bixby, Harold
Head






L & B 2000
Exempt 1000 1000








L & B 13300
Exempt 1000 12300








L & B 2500
Exempt 1000 1500 63 20
Blair, Martha L.
L & B 6000
Cottage
W. P. 3000 9000 350 70
Blair, Richard I., Sr.
Poll & Head
L & B 9500
Machinery 300
Lots 33-34-42-43-44-
45 S. L. 450 10250 404 70
Blair, Richard I. Sr., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Blair, Richard I. Jr.
Poll & Head
L & B 14000 14000 557 20
Blair. Richard I. Jr., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Blair. Harold
Poll & Head













Poll & Head 7 00
Blake, Vera, Mrs.
Head
L & B 15000
R. Lane lot 200
Handy lot 10 15210 595 15
Blake, John, Mrs.
Poll & Head
L & B 5000 5000 201 00
Blake, John
Poll & Head 7 00
Blake, Delbert
Poll & Head 7 00
Blanchard, Charles R.
Poll & Head
L & B 5000 5000 201 00
Blanchard, Roger &
Delores















22a Pine lot 400
33a Pine lot 200
Tool Shed 500 7300 290 24
Blood, Elton
Poll & Head 7 00
Blood, Elton, Mrs.









Exempt 1000 10000 393 00
Boes, Karl H., Mrs.





























Bohan, William E., Mrs.
Head
Bokum, John & Jessie


















L & B 8000
Exempt 1000
























L & Store 10500 10500
Bourassa, Edward F.
Poll & Head
L & B 9100 9100
Bourassa, Edward F., Mrs.
Poll & Head
Bouvier, J. Edward
























































































































Poll & Head 7 00
Bridge, Gordon F.
Head
L & B 6000
Exempt 1000 5000 199 00
Bridge, Gordon F., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Brink, Max & Alfreda
L & B 7000




Poll & Head 7 00
Britton. Paul & Dorothy
L & B 7500




Poll & Head 7 00
Britton. Robert
Poll & Head
L & B 6800 6800 270 84
Britton, Robert, Mrs.





L & B <Math.
Rd.) 13500 27600 1082 63
Britton, Raymond, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Britton, Herman
L & B 4500 4500 176 85
Britton, Arthur
Poll & Head
L & B 12600 12600 502 18
Britton, Arthur, Mrs.
PoU & Head 7 00
Britton, Henry
Poll & Head 7 00
Britton. Henry, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Brooks. William F.
Head
L & B 9100
Exempt 1000 8100 323 33
Brosseau, Robert M.
Head
L & B 12500 12500 496 25
Brosseau, Robert M., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Brown, Arthur T.
Head
L & B 9000
Exempt 1000 8000 319 40
Brown. Arthur T., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Brown, Kenneth
Head
L & B 9500
Exempt 1000 8500 334 80
Brown, Kenneth, Mrs.






















2 boats 200 59910 2331 51































































































































No. 2 house 1000
No. 3 house 500
No. 4 house 2500
Baker lot 50
Stock in
trade 350 8600 340 68
Bunting. Lavada K.
Poll & Head





L & B 15500
Exempt 1000 14500





L & B 13500
Bldg. lot 500
Stock in
trade 900 14900 578 12
Burrill, Guy
Poll & Head
L & B 13500 13500 530 80
Burrill, Guy, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Burdick, Lawrence S.
Poll & Head 7 00
Burdick. Lawrence S., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Buskey, Donald
Head
L & B 12500
Exempt 1000 11500 451 20
Buskey, Donald, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Bussiere, Neil
Pell & Head
L & B 7500 7500 298 00
Bussiere, Neil, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Bussiere, Gerald A.
Poll & Head
L & B 10000 10000 395 00
Bussiere. Gerald A., Mrs.















L & B 6000
Land 500 6500 257 20
Butler, Harold, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Butterfield, Francis
Poll & Head 7 00
Butterfield, Francis, Mrs.




Poll & Head 7 00
Calkins, Eddie
Poll & Head
L & B 5000 5000 201 00
Calkins, Dorothy
Poll & Head
163a L & B 1000 1000 45 80
Calkins, George 3rd
Poll & Head 7 00
Calkins, George Sr.
Poll & Head
L & B 4000 4000 162 20
Calkins, Roger
Poll & Head 7 00
Calkins, Walter
Poll & Head
20a land 100 100 10 88
Calkins. William
Poll & Head 7 00
Calkins, William. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Call, Phillis
Poll & Head
Trailer 1750 1750 74 90
Campbell, Rose
Poll & Head 7 00
Cantlin, Paul
Poll & Head
L & B 11000 11000 433 80
Cantlin, Paul, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Cantlin, Allan
Poll & Head
L & B 10500 10500 414 40
Cantlin, Allan, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Cantara, Robert A.
Head
L & B 8300 8300 327 04
Cantara, Robert A., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Caouette, James
Poll & Head









L & B 10800 10800






L & B 5000
Exempt 1000 4000













75a Taft lot 150
Carpenter, Charles
Poll & Head


























3000 3700 150 58
Carpenter. Stanley, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Carpenter, James
Poll & Head 7 00
Carpenter, James, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Carosella, Warren
Head
L & B 4000 4000 160 20
Carosella. Warren, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Castor, Wesley & Marilyn Chapin, George H. Jr.
L & B 12500 Head 5 00
Exempt 1000 11500 446 20 Chaput. Robert
Castor, Wesley Poll & Head
Head 5 00 L & B 10700
Castor, Wesley, Mrs. Lot 500 11200 441 56
Poll & Head 7 00 Chaput, Robert. Mrs.
Castor, Edward & Geraldine Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 11500 Cheney, Arnell
Exempt 1000 10500 407 40 Poll & Head
Castor Edward L & B 8500 8500 336 80
Head 5 00 Cheney, Arnell, Mrs.
Castor, Edward, Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Cheplick, John C.
Castor, Clarence Head
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 2500
Castor, Clarence, Mrs. Exempt 1000 1500 63 95
Poll & Head 7 00 Cheshire Signs Inc.
Castor, Doris L & B 6500 6500 255 45
Poll & Head 7 00 Chicklas, Isabel
Castor, Leslie Poll & Head
Poll & Head L & B 6000 6000 242 80
Trailer 2450 2450 103 29 Christo, Louis & Virginia
Castor, Leslie. Mrs. L & B 9000 9000 353 70
Poll & Head 7 00 Christo, Louis
Chaffee, Leon H. Poll & Head 7 00
Head Christo, Louis. Mrs.
L & B 7500 7500 299 75 Poll & Head 7 00
Chaffee, Leon H., Mrs. Christian, Wayne
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Chadwick, Elsie L & B 8000 8000 317 40
Poll & Head Christian, Wayne, Mrs.
L & B 2000 2000 84 60 Poll & Head 7 00
Chadwick, Henry Clapp, Forest, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Chamberlin, Donald L & B 5000 5000 201 00
Head Clapp, Forest
L & B 6500 Head 5 00
Exempt 1000 5500 218 40 Clark, Alden G.
Chamberlin, Donald, Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B (un-
Chamberlain, Geo. B. fin.) 9500
Poll & Head Exempt 1000 8500 334 80
L & B 14000 14000 550 20 Clark, Alden G., Mrs.
Chamberlain, Geo. B., Mrs Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Clark, Aurea, Mrs.
Champagne, Ira Pell & Head
Head L & B 6500 6500 259 20
L & B 2000 Clark. Willard E. Sr.
Exempt 1000 1000 43 80 Poll & Head
Champagne, Ira, Mrs. L & B 4500 4500 181 60
Poll & Head 7 00 Clark, Willard E. Jr.
Chapin, N. Isabel Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Clark, Robert
L & B 12500 12500 492 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Clark, Robert, Mrs Cole, Mildred
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Class, Harlan Lot S. L. 750
Head 5 00 Trailer 750
Class, Harlan, Mrs. 13 cows 1575
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt
Cleveland, Helen (cattle) 1000 2075 87 51
Poll & Head 7 00 Cole, Elizabeth
Clough, Lucy A. Poll & Head
Poll & Head L & B 5000 5000 201 00
Trailer 700 700 34 51 Coleman, Herbert, Mrs.
Coburn, Ruth Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 400
Coburn, William Bldg. lot 500 900 41 92
Poll & Head Collins, Frank
L & B 1000 1000 45 80 Head
Coburn, William, Mrs. L & B 14200
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 8000 6200 245 56
Coburn, Malcolm Collins, Frank, Mrs.
L & B 150 150 5 82 Poll & Head 7 00
Coburn, Dana Comenjo, Edward
Head 5 00 Poll & Head
Cody, Paul L & B 1200O 12000 478 60
Head Comenjo, Edward, Mrs.
L & B 8000 Poll & Head 7 00
Campbell Cook, Emily Parsons
lot 300 Poll & Head
Exempt 1000 7300 288 24 Land &
Cody, Paul, Mrs. Cabins 28500
Poll & Head 7 00 Motel 12000 40500 1598 65
Colby, Kenneth & Bernece Cook, Earl
L & B 25000 25000 982 50 Poll & Head 7 00
Colby, Kenneth Conboy, George
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Colby, Kenneth, Mrs. L & B 7000
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 6000 237 80
Cole, Benjamin Conboy, George, Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 2000 2000 84 60 Conboy, John E.
Cole, Leslie 75a Conboy pas-
Poll & Head ture 225
Land 500 500 26 40 2a Mt. land 10
Cole, Bert, Mrs. 13a Puffer
L & B 700 700 27 16 mowing 300
Cole, Stacey W. 30a Capron
Poll & Head lot 200
L & B 25000 2 cows 175
Meadow 1000 Exempt
Oakman lot 300 (cattle) 175 735 28 52
10 cows 1250 Conboy, John E. &
730 fowl 365 William Labelle
Exempt L & B 5800 5800 225 04
(cattle) 1000 Conboy, Lawrence
Exempt Head
(fowl) 350 26565 1037 72 Trailer 1200 1200 51 56
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Conboy, Lawrence, Mrs. Cox, Archie
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Conway, Robert & Dolores L & B 1000 1000 43 80
L & B 13000 Cox, Archie, Mrs.
Exempt 1000 12000 471 60 Poll & Head 7 00
Conway, Robert Craig, Elizabeth
Head 5 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Conway, Robert, Mrs. Cretty, George
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Coolidge, Bertha L & B 8000 8000 317 40
L & B 4000' 4000 157 20 Cretty, George, Mrs.
Cooper, Arthur R. Poll & Head 7 00
Head Cross, Mildred B.
L & B 7000 Poll & Head
Exempt 1000 6000 240 80 V2 int. Cross
Cooper, Arthur R., Mrs. place 3750 3750 152 50
Poll & Head 7 00 Cross, David
Cornwell, Robert Poll & Head
Poll & Head L & B 10300 10300 411 79
L & B 14600 14600 580 78 Cross, David, Mrs.
Cornwell, Robert, Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Crossman, Roy G.
Cota, Norman J. & Mamie
Head L & B 9500
L & B 15800 Land 2000 11500 451 95
Stock in Crossman, Roy G.
trade 10390 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 25190 982 37 Crossman, Roy G., Mrs.
Cota, Norman J., Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Cummings, Elliot
Cota, Ralph Poll & Head
Poll & Head L & B 9500 9500 375 60
L & B 14500 14500 569 60 Cummings, Elliot, Mrs.
Cota, Ralph, Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Cummings, Wilber
Coughlin, John R. Poll & Head 7 00
Head Curry, Richard
L & B 20600 Poll & Head
Augie's L & B 11400
Garage 7500 Store bldg. 3500
Exempt 1000 27100 1056 48 H. Daniels
Coughlin, John R., Mrs. house 7500
Poll & Head 7 00 Rice lot 100
Cox, Merrill Sr. & Flora Stock in
L & B Lots 14- trade 2000 24500 957 60
15 9500 9500 373 35 Curry, Richard, Mrs.
Cox, Merrill Sr. Poll & Head 7 00
Head 5 00 Curtis, Richard V. !Sr.
Cox, Merrill Sr., Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Lots 19-20-
Cox, Merrill Jr. 21-22 1500
Poll & Head Mobile
L . & B 6500 6500 262 45 Home 3330 4830 196 82
Cox, Merrill Jr., Mrs. Curtis, Richard V. Sr., Mrs













L & B 5500
Exempt 1000 4500 179 60
Curtis, Merle, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Curtis, Martin J.
Poll & Head
L & B 11200 11200 441 56
Curtis, Martin J., Mrs.




Poll & Head 7 00
Curtis, Anna W., Mrs.
Poll & Head
Trailer 2520
Exempt 1000 1520 66 74
Curtis, Woodbury
Poll & Head 7 00
Cutter, Nellie
Trailer 700 700 27 16
Cutter, Lloyd
Poll & Head
L & B 8000
Stock in
trade 800 8800 348 44
Cutter, Lloyd, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Cutter, Lawrence
Poll & Head 7 00
Cutter, Lawrence, Mrs.




Home 4130 4130 167 24
Cutler, Alan S., Mrs.









Home 3780 3780 155 55
Daby, Leon M. Jr.
Head
L & B 9700
Exempt 1000 8700 346 91
Daby, Leon M. Jr., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Daniel, Albert A.
Head
L & B 9000
Exempt 1000 8000 319 40
Daniel, Albert A., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Daniels, William H.
L & B 1500
Exempt 1000 500 19 40
Daniels, Burt
Poll & Head











Dardani, Humbert & Lucy












L & B 8500 8500 336 80
Davis, Franklin D.
Head
L & B 8000
Exempt 1000 7000 276 60
Davis, Franklin D., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Davis, Richard A.
Head
L & B 22500 22500 878 00
Davis, Richard A., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Davis, Arthur
Poll & Head 7 00
Davis, Arthur, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Davis, Paul
Poll & Head 7 00
Davis, Paul, Mrs.











Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Davidson, Theodore A. Dennis, John H.
Head Poll & Head
Lot No. 47 & Lots A1-A2
bldgs. 24500 24500 955 60 W. P. 6500 6500 262 45
Davidson, Theodore A., Mrs Dennis, John H., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Deering, Richard Dennison, Stanton
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Derring, Richard, Mrs. L & B 11800 11800 470 74
Poll & Head 7 00 Dennison, Stanton, Mrs.
D. C. Inc. Poll & Head 7 00
T. Lazzaro Derby, Clarence A.
place 10500 Poll & Head
Machin- 15a L & B 5000
ery 11976 22475 872 03 25a Lancey
Defbaugh, Martin lot 100 5100 204 88
Poll & Head 7 00 Derby, Clarence A., Mrs.
Defbaugh, Martin, Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Derby, Lawrence E i
Demag, Leo & Nancy Poll & Head
Mobile L & B 7000 7000 278 60
Home 2380 Derby, Lawrence E. , Mrs.
Lot 500 2880 111 74 Poll & Head 7 00
Demag, Leo Derosier, J. Willey
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Demag, Leo, Mrs. L & B 4600 4600 185 48
Poll & Head 7 00 Derosier, J. Willey, Mrs.
DeMond, Robert Poll & Head 7 00
Head Descoteaux, Richard
L & B 8000 8000 315 40 Poll & Head
DeMond, Robert, Mrs. L & B 9500 9500 375 60
Poll & Head 7 00 Descoteaux, Richard , Mrs.
deMoya, Edwin V. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Descoteaux, James
L & B 12500 Head 5 00
G. Thompson Descoteaux, E. J. Sr.
land 1200 Poll & Head
2 lots R. Lewis L & B 5000
land 1000 1 boat 300 5300 215 29
Lot No. 5 Lgwd. Desrosiers, Rolland
Drive 700 15400 612 22 & Faye
deMoya, Edwin V., Mrs. L & B 10500
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 9500 368 60
Denico, William Desrosiers, Rolland
L & B 7000 7000 271 60 Head 5 00
Denico, Richard Sr. Desrosiers, Rolland, Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Trailer 1810 1810 77 23 Desjardine, Roger
Denico, Richard Sr., Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Trailer 800
Denico, Warren Exempt 800 5 00
Head Desjardine, Roger, Mrs.
L & B 9600 9600 377 48 Poll & Head 7 00
Denico, Warren, Mrs. Devins, Maude
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 3800 3800 149 34
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Devoid, Earl J. Donahue, Robert
Poll & Head Poll & Head
L & B 6500 L & B 7500 7500 298 00
Cottage Donahue, Robert, Mrs.
S. L. 8500 15000 589 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Devoid, Earl J., Mrs. Doody, Clifford S.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Devoid, Howard L & B 12500 12500 498 25
Head 5 00 Dcody, Clifford S., Mrs.
Devoid, Howard, Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Doody, Donald J.
Devoid, Robert Head
Head L & B 10000
L & B 12000 12000 470 60 Exempt 1000 9000 354 20
Devoid, Robert, Mrs. Doody, Donald J., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Dexter, Fred Doody, Raymond L.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Dexter, Fred, Mrs. L & B 6000 6000 242 80
Poll & Head 7 00 Doody, Raymond L., Mrs.
DiMeco, Richard C. Poll & Head 7 00
Head Dorman Realty Co.
L & B 8700 Wilber Store
Exempt 1000 7700 307 61 bldg. 85000 85000 3340 50
DiMeco, Richard C, Mrs. Doyle, Frederick
Poll & Head 7 00 Head 5 00
Dinigan, Virginia M. Doyle, Gertrude, Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head
L & B 7500 7500 301 75 V2 int. Cross
Dix, Morgan H. place 3750
L & B 8000 Exempt 1000 2750 113 70
Cottage 800 Dragoon, George
Stock in Head
trade 100 L & B 6500
Exempt 1000 7900 310 47 Exempt 1000 5500 218 40
Dix, Morgan H., Mrs. Dragoon, George, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Dodge, Robert N. Dragon, Curtis
Head Head 5 00
L & B 13500 13500 535 55 Dragon, Curtis, Mrs.
Dodge, Robert N., Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Driscoll, Wayne
Domina, Walter Head
y2 a lot S.L. L & B 8500
Rd. 200 200 7 76 Exempt 1000 7500 299 75
Domina, Frank, Mr. & Mrs Driscoll, Wayne, Mrs.
30a Goodell Poll & Head 7 00
lot 500 Dubois, Joseph A., Mrs.
Land Wilson Head
Pond 10 L & B 8300 8300 327 04
Home pi. 8500 Dubois, Joseph P.
Bear Den Poll & Head
lot 200 L & B 6000
L & B Garage 6500



















































L & B 11250 11250
Dugan, Isabel B.
Poll & Head






L & B 12000 12000









































L & B 8500
Dunham, Carroll K.
Head
L & B 12500
Land 1000
Exempt 1000 12500






Lots 15, 16, 17 S.L.
Hqts. 150
Exempt 1000 4150

























































































Duquette, Ronald & Ruth
Lots A19-A20 & bldg.













L & B 8500
Exempt 1000 7500




L & B 5000
Duston, Donald R.
Head






L & B 6400
Exempt 1000 5400


































L & B 13000
Exempt 1000 12000












L & B 6500 6500
Ellis, Nathan W.
Head
L & B 8000
Exempt 1000 7000




























































(cattle) 75 16200 633 86
Emerson, Cleon L., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Emerson, C. L. Jr.
Head 5 00
Emerson, C. L. Jr., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Emery, Roger C.
Poll & Head
L & B 18500 1850O 724 80
Emery, Roger C, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Emslie, MacGregor
Poll & Head 7 00
English, Vernal, Mrs.
Poll & Head
L & B 13500
Exempt 1000 12500 498 25
Erickson, Harry W.
Head
L & B 13300
Exempt 1000 12300 488 39
Erickson, Harry W., Mrs.






Gas pumps 450 7950 308 46
Estes, Inez
Poll & Head




Exempt 1000 2160 88 81
Evans, William J., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Exel, Stephen
Poll & Head
L & B 21800 21800 863 74
Exel, Stephen, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Exel, Elizabeth
Poll & Head 7100
Exel, Richard
Poll & Head
L & B 14000 14000 557 20
Fairbanks, Geo. & Bertha
L & B 17000 17000 659 60
Fairhurst, Thomas F.
L & B 6000 6000 232 80
















L & B 1200
Faulkner, Olive
L & B 300
Faulkner, Gilbert
Head




















































































L & B 28000 28000
Fifield, Sheldon R.
Head
L & B 6500 6500










L & B 6500 6500
Fish, Reginald, Mrs.
Poll & Head
Fisher, Paul & Katherine
L & B 8000
Exempt 1000 7000
Fisher, Warren G. Jr.
Head




Fisher, Warren G. Jr., Mrs
Poll & Head
Fisk, Seth W. Sr.
Poll & Head
L & B 8000 8000
Fisk, Seth W. Sr., Mrs.
Poll & Head
Fisk, Seth Jr. & Avis
L & B 7500 7500
Fisk, Seth Jr.
Poll & Head
































trade 500 9100 360 08
Fitzgerald, Laura G.
5-24 int. Home
place 1000 1000 38 80
Fitzgerald, Vincent B.
L & B 7200
Exempt 1000 6200 240 56
Flanders, Harry L.
L & B 5000 5000 194 00
Flanders, Leslie
Poll & Head
L & B 18350 18350 719 98
Flanders, Leslie, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Flanders, James W.
Poll & Head
L & B 7500 7500 301 75
Flanders, Philip, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Flanders. Ronald
Poll & Head 7 00
Flanders. Ronald, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Fleming, Harry H.
Head
L & B 10000
Exempt 1000 9000 358 70
Fleming, Harry H., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Fletcher, Odna S.
Poll & Head
L & B 19500
Meadow 500
Lot 750




Poll & Head 7 00
Fontain, Edward
L & B 5000 5000 194 00
Fontain, Edward. Mrs.























Ford, Charles J., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Ford, Richard
Poll & Head 7 00
Ford, Charles
Poll & Head 7 00
Forbes, Bernard
Head
L & B 6500
Exempt 1000 5500 218 40
Forbes, Bernard, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Forsythe, John
Poll & Head
Trailer 2455 2455 102 25
Forsythe, John, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Foster, Harold
Poll & Head 7 00
Foster, Harold, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Fournier, Lottie
Poll & Head
Bldg. lot 500 500 26 40
Fraser, Leslie
Poll & Head
L & B 10500 10500 414 40
Fraser, Leslie, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Frain, Austin E.
Head
L & B 16500 16500 655 45
Frain, Austin E., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Frazier, Alfred
Poll & Head
L & B 7000 7000 278 60
Frazier, Alfred, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Frazier, Allan
Poll & Head
L & B 6000 6000 239 80
Frazier, Allan, Mrs.







trade 3000 30500 1183 40
Frazier, Alfred Jr.
Head 5 00
Frazier, Alfred Jr., Mrs.













































L & B 8500 8500
Freihofer, Charles
Poll & Head
























Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 2000 5000 199 00
French, Walter Gerkens, William E., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Head 5 00
Fulford, Clarence Getty, Earl E.
Head Head
L & B 7500 7500 296 00 L & B 11000
Fulford, Clarence, Mrs. Exempt 1000 10000 393 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Getty, Earl E., Mrs.
Fulford, Pauline Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Giard, Robert M.
L & B 4200 Head
20a Talbot L & B 14000
lot 50 4250 171 90 Exempt 1000 13000 509 40
Fuller, Donald Giard, Robert M., Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 11400 Giard, Leo A.
Madden lot 100 11500 453 20 Head
Fuller, Donald, Mrs. L & B 13000
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 12000 470 60
Fuller, Myron Giard, Leo A., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Fuller, Myron, Mrs Gilcott, Lawrence A.
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Gagne, Angeline L & B 9500
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 8500 334 80
Gale, Charles T. Gilcott, Lawrence A., Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 15000 15000 587 00 Gilpatrick, Glenn S.
Gale, Charles T., Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 18500 18500 724 80
Gallup, Henry Gilpatrick, Glenn S., Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Trailer 2535 2535 105 36 Gnade, Theodore
Ganley, J. D. Poll & Head
Poll & Head L & B 16500 16500 647 20
L & B 8700 8700 344 56 Gnade, Theodore, Mrs.
Ganley, J. D., Mrs Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Golden Rod Grange
Gannon, Elizabeth L & B 3000 3000 116 40
Poll & Head 7 00 Goldstein, Ernest
Gannon, John Poll & Head
Head 5 00 L & B 9500 9500 375 60
Gannon, Robert Goldstein, Ernest, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Garnet, Nellie Gomarlo, Joseph
Poll & Head L & B 11200 11200 434 56
L & B 3500 3500 142 80 Gomarlo, Stanley
Gemmell, Jackson Poll & Head
Head Home pi. 10500
L & B 7500 7500 299 75 Keene Oil
Gemmell, Jackson, Mrs. house 6500
Poll & Head 7 00 Trayhan
Gerkens, William E house 10000
Head M. Hanrahan































lot 900 900 41 92
Goodale, Robert C. Sr.
Poll & Head
L & B 9000
2 bldg. lots 1000
Boat 350 10350 408 58
Goodale, Robert C. Sr., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Goodale, Robert C. Jr.
Poll & Head
L & B
(unfin.) 12700 12700 499 76
Goodale, Robert C. Jr., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Goodale, Laurence
Poll & Head 7 00
Goodale, Richard G.
Head
L & B 12000
Boat 100
Exempt 1000 11100 435 68
Goodale, Richard G., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Goodblood, Fred
Head
L & B 7500
Bldg. lot 500 8000 315 40
Goodblood, Fred, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Goodell, Carroll E.
Poll & Head




lot 20 18620 729 46
Goodell, Carroll E., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Goodell, Chester E.
Poll & Head
L & B 12000
Fisher lot 50 12050 474 54
Goodell, Chester E., Mrs.




16a L & B 6500 6500 252 20
Goodell, Maurice L. Sr.
Mobile
home 2525 2525 97 97
Goodell, Maurice L. Sr., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Goodell, Margaret, Mrs.
Poll & Head
L & B 7500
Wood lot 20 7520 298 78
Goodell, Philip. Mrs.
Head
L & B 8000
Exempt 8000 5 00
Goodell, Reginald L.
Head
L & B 16000
Exempt 1000 15000 587 00
Goodell, Reginald L., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Goodell, Morton A.
Head



























Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll & Head L & B 8500 8500 339 05
L & B 12700 12700 506 11 Grandin, Norman W., Mrs.
Goodhue, Robert W,., Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Grant, Linwood F.
Goodnow, Geo. & Arline Head
la L & B 7500 L & B 6800
55a land 1100 Exempt 1000 5800 232 94
8a Hinds Grant, Linwood F., Mrs.
land 100 Poll & Head 7 00
Wentworth Grant, George, Mrs #
cottage 5000 Poll & Head
Garage 1500 L & B 12500 12500 492 00
Exempt 1000 14200 550 96 Grant, George
Goodnow, George Poll & Head 7 00
Head 5 00 Grant, John
Goodnow, George, Mrs. Head 5 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Grant, John, Mrs.
Goodnow, George Jr. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Gray, Mabel F.
L & B 11000 11000 433 80 Head
Goodnow, George Jr., Mrs. L & B 11000
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 10000 393 00
Goodnow, Lyle Grayham, John
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Goodnow, Lyle, Mrs. Greene, George H. Sr.
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Goodnow, Howard L & B 4750
Poll & Head Stratton
Home pi. 5000 land 500
Thrasher Exempt 1000 4250 169 90
lot 125 Greene, Geo. H. Sr. , Mrs.
Jardine lot 500 Poll & Head 7 00
Miller lot 1500 Greene, Robert
Taft lot 1500 Poll & Head
Machinery 700 9325 368 81 L & B 1000 1000 45 80
Goodnow, Howard, Mrs. Greene, Robert, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Goodnow, John R. Grotto, Eugene
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 24500 24500 957 60 Grotto, Eugene, Mrs.
Goodnow, John R., Mrs. Head 5 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Grover, Edwin E.
Goodnow, Persis Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 8500
Goodwin, John Cottage 1500* 10000 395 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Grover, Edwin E., Mrs.
Grace, Irving J. Poll & Head 7 00
Head Grover, Louis
E. Forest Home
place 9000 place 6000
Exempt 1000 8000 315 40 Cottage 4000
Grace, Irving J., Mrs. Baker
Poll & Head 7 00 house 7000
Grandin, Norman W. 2a Metcalf












































L & B 10500
Exempt 1000 9500
Guillow, Chester R., Mrs.
Poll & Head
Guillow, Chester K.
L & B 10000 10000
Guion, Cedric & Fannie













































L & B 8500
Boat 300
Exempt 1000 7800 307 64
Guyette, Richard, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Guyette, Jeanette, Mrs.
Head
5500 5500 223 15
Francis
Poll & Head 7 00
Guyette, Bernard, Mrs.
Poll & Head
L & B 5000
Guyette, Bernard
Poll & Head























2a L & B 14000
132a land 5000 19000
LeroyHackler. H
Head
la L & B 7000
76a lot 1000
Exempt 1000 7000


































Hager, Arthur & Lura








L & B 6500 6500
















Ms int. W. Ballou
lot 150
la Pine lot 25
1 cow 80




































































L & B 10000
Hanrahan, Charles
Head
L & B 17000
Hanrahan, Charles J., Mrs
Poll & Head
Hanrahan, James
L & B 9000
Hanson, Walter
Poll & Head












































Name Yalu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Hart. Rodney J. Henry, Jonathan
Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 9500 Herman, Arthur
Exempt 1000 8500 334 80 Poll & Head
Hart. Rodnev J., Mrs. L & B 4500 4500 183 85
Poll & Head 7 00 Herman, Arthur, Mrs.
Hart, Robert C. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Hentschel, Francis W.
L & B 9100 9100 364 63 Poll & Head
Hart. Robert C, Mrs. L & B 9100 9100 364 63
Poll & Head 7 00 Hentschel. Francis W., Mrs
Hart. Lvdia Poll & Head 7 00
Head Hewitt, Roy R.
L & B 5000 5000 201 50 Head
Hartwell. Gordon L & B 16500
Head Exempt 1000 15500 606 40
L & B 14000 14000 548 20 Hewitt, Kenneth G.
Hartwell. Gordon. Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 13000 13000 509 40
Hazelton, Robert R. Hewitt. Kenneth G., Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 11000 11000 433 80 Hicks, Joshua
Hazelton. Robert R.. Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Mobile
Heath. Ralph home 4345 4345 177 75
Poll & Head Hicks, Joshua, Mrs.
L & B 5000 5000 201 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Heath, Ralph, Mrs. High, Grace S., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Heath, Ferd L & B 16000
Head Exempt 10C0 15000 589 00
L & B 9000 Higgins. George
Exempt 1000 8000 315 40 Poll & Head
Heath. Guy B. Lots 1-2-3-24 &
Head bldgs. 2000 2000 84 60
L & B 13500 Higgins. George, Mrs.
Exempt 1000 12500 490 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Heath, Guv B.. Mrs. Hill, Willard
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Hebert. Theodore, Mrs. Mobile
L & B 7500 home 4070
Exempt 7500 Lot 200 4270 172 68
Hebert. Gabrielle P. Hill, Willard, Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 14000 14000 557 20 Hill. Douglas E.
Hebert. Oscar Head
Head 5 00 Lot 23 & bldg.
Henrv. Robert & Pauline W. P. 7000
L & B 20000 20000 776 00 Exempt 1000 6000 240 80
Henrv Robert Hill, Douglas E., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Henrv, Robert, Mrs. Hills. Clifton N.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Henrv, Gerry L & B 9000 9000 356 20
Poll & Head 7 00 Hills, Clifton N., Mrs.
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll & Head 7 00 Holton, Charles
Hobles, Gerald Head 5 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Holton, Charles, Mrs.
Hobles, Gerald, Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Homestead Woolen Mills Inc.
Hodder, John K. Office
Poll & Head bldg. 22500
L & B 4000 4000 162 20 Peabody
Hodder, John K., Mrs. house 12000
Poll & Head 7 00 Curtis
Hodson, Harriet house 2000
Poll & Head 7 00 B & M Store-
Holbrook, Leonard W. house 600
Poll & Head Whitcomb
L & B 13000 house 10550
80a Stratton Cottage No.
lot 400 1 16400
13a Collier Cottage
lot 50 13450 528 86 No. 2 24000
Holbrook, Leonard W., Mrs Cottage
Poll & Head 7 00 No. 3 14000
Holbrook, Hester, Mrs. Small
Poll & Head cottage 10500
L & B 9100 9100 360 08 Large
Holbrook, Maurice E. cottage 3900
Head Tennis Ct. &
L & B 16200 Barns 3600
Exempt 1000 15200 594 76 Whitcomb Id.
Holbrook, Maurice E., Mrs S. L. 4000
Poll & Head 7 00 N. E. Box
Holmes, Horace Prop. 13000
Poll & Head Factory
L & B 7000 L & B 120000
10a lot 1000 8000 317 40 Machin-
Holmes, Horace, Mrs. ery 260000
Poll & Head 7 00 Stock in
Holmes, Fred & Glenna trade 393700 910750 35337 10
L & B 3500 3500 137 55 Hopkins, Robert
Holmes, Fred Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Mobile
Holmes, Fred, Mrs. home 4985
Poll & Head 7 00 2a lot 100 5085 204 30
Holm an, Ralph B. Hopkins, Robert, Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 16000 Hood, Allan
Dunham Id. 200 Head
Bldg. lot 1000 17200 672 36 L & B 5000
Holm an, Ralph B., Mrs. Exempt 1000 4000 160 20
Poll & Head 7 00 Hood, Allan, Mrs.
Holt, Annie & Mildred Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 15000 15000 582 00 Houghton, Jerome E.
Holton, Charles & Sadie Head
House 5500 L & B 7500
Land 1000 Boat 330
Exempt 1000 5500 213 40 Exempt 1000 6830 273 42
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Houghton, Jerome E., Mrs Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Humphrey, Archibald
Howard, Maurice & Elizabeth
Poll & Head L & B 12500 12500 491 25
L & B 7500 7500 298 00 Humphrey, Archibald
Howard, Maurice, Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Humphrey, Archibald, Mrs
Howard, Norman B. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Hunt, Edwin
L & B 13000 13000 517 90 Head
Howard, Norman B ., Mrs. L & B 6500
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 5500 218 40
Howard, Elwin Hunt, Edwin, Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 6300 6300 251 44 Hurd, Albert & Vera
Howard, Claudia, Mrs. L & B 12000
Poll & Head 115a Crouch pi.
L & B 10000 10000 395 00 L & B 400
Hubbard, Howard 100a C. Crouch
Poll & Head land 400
L & B 10500 10a D. Hill
New lot 30 12830 497 80
house 10000 20500 812 65 Hurd, Albert
Hubbard, Howard, Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Hurd, Albert, Mrs.
Huckins, Harold E. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Hurd, Arno
L & B 11000 Poll & Head
Gift Shop 4000 L & unfin.
Stock in bldg. 9000
trade 750 15750 625 98 Lot 750 9750 385 30
Hudson, Ernest Hurd, Arno, Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 6200 Hyde, Roland
Mobile Poll & Head
Home 4725 L & B 16100 16100 631 68
Stock in Hyde, Roland, Mrs.
trade 2500 13425 527 89 Poll & Head 7 00
Hudson, Ernest, Mrs. Ingham, Edith, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 13000 13000 510 90
Hudson, Ernest Jr. Ingram, Linwood
Poll & Head 7 00 & Dorothy
Hudson, Ernest Jr. , Mrs. L & B 11000
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 10000 388 00
Huggins, Thomas H. Ingram, Linwood
Head Head 5 00
L & B 10200 Ingram, Linwood, Mrs.
Exempt 1000 9200 361 96 Poll & Head 7 00
Huggins, Thomas H ., Mrs. Jackson, Andrew
Poll & Head 7 00 Head 5 00
Hughes, James H. Jackson, Andrew, Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 7500 James, George E.
Exempt 100O 6500 257 20 Head




















Bldg. lot 500 3625










L & B 7000
Exempt 1000 6000









30a Hunt lot 100 100
Jarvis, Jeanette
Poll & Head
L & B 10000
Bldg. lot 300















L & B 12000 12000

















Jarvis, Edward W., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Jefts, Carl Sr.
L & B 2500 2500 97 00
Jefts, Carl Sr., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Jefts, Russell
Head
L & B 7200
Exempt 1000 6200 245 56
Jefts, Russell, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Jefts, Carl Jr.
Poll & Head
Trailer 2710 2710 112 14
Jefts, Carl Jr., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Jenks, Edward
Head
L & B 9000
Exempt 1000 8000 315 40
Jenks, Edward, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
John, Robert
Head
L & B 13300 13300 527 69
John, Robert, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
John, Theodore
Head
L & B 8300
Exempt 1000 7300 291 89
John, Theodore, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Johnson, Henry
Poll & Head
L & B 10000
Blake Id. 500
84 60 25 cows 4000
Exempt
7 00 (cattle) 1000 13500
Johnson, Henry, Mrs.
530 80
Poll & Head 7 00
Johnson, Michel







472 60 L & B 8200
Exempt 1000 7200 284 36
7 00 Johnson, Frank L., Mrs.


















L & B 12000
Exempt 1000 11000




L & B 11600
Exempt 1000 10600











Jones, Carroll & Ann M.







L & B 1500 1500
Joslyn, Edmond
Poll & Head





L & B 2000 2000
Joslyn, Howard, Mrs.
Poll & Head
Joslyn, Ervin & Marjory







































Exempt 1000 5300 213 29
Juniper, Charles J., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Kapiloff, Edward
Head
L & B 13000
Mj int. "Nest-to-
You" 3750
Exempt 1000 15750 616 10
Kapiloff, Edward, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Kapiloff, Lawrence
Head

























L & B 17600 17600













































Kendall, Alice S., Mrs.
Head



















L & B 8000 8000
Kennedy, Robert L.
Poll & Head
Kennedy, Robert L., Mrs.
Poll & Head
Kenney, Rose
L & B 7000 7000
Kenney, Harry E. Jr.
Head
L & B 15200
Exempt 1000 14200






































































































































L & B 14000
113a Phillips
lot 250 14250 559 90
Krippendorf, Louis, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
LaBarre, Gordon
Head
L & B 12500
Exempt 1000 11500 456 95
LaBarre, Gordon, Mrs.






Poll & Head 7 00
Labounty, Joseph
Poll & Head 7 00
Labounty, Joseph, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Laffond, Fred
Poll & Head
L & B 1200 1200 53 56
Laffond, Fred, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Laffond, Robert
Poll & Head 7 00
Laffond, Robert, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Laffond, Doris




bldgs. 23200 23200 907 16
Lafferrandre, W. G., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Laflamme, R. P.
Poll & Head
L & B 8500 8500 336 80
Laflamme, R. P., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
LaCoille, Stanley
Poll & Head
Bldg. lot 500 500 26 40
LaCoille, Stanley, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Lambert, Anna, Mrs.
Poll & Head
L & B 3000
Seaver Id. 350 3350 136 98
Lambert, Wilfred E.
Head
L & B 5500
Exempt 1000 4500 179 60
Lambert, Wilfred E., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Lambert, Bernard
Poll & Head 7 00
Lambert, Francis
Head 5 00
Lamothe, Roger & Beverly
L & B 5000




Poll & Head 7 00
Lamourex, R. W.
Head
L & B 11500 11500 456 95
Lamourex, R. W., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Lancey. Charles, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Landers, Edwin
L & B 7500
Exempt 1000 6500 255 45
Landers, Edwin, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Landry, Arthur
Poll & Head
L & B 12500 12500 498 25
Landry, Arthur, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00


























Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
la Perry lot 5 lot 100
14a Gravel 30a Fuller
Bank lot 1000 lot 60
12a Bald 16a Stone lot 30
Hill lot 25 J. Allan lot 100
95a Nancy 150a Ward
Hale lot 300 lot 600
98a Murphy 20a Hildreth
lot 200 lot 50
30a Holbrook Whitcomb-Marsh
lot 60 lot 400
110a Belding-Ware Lot & cottage
lot 225 S. L. 9000
12a F. Ballou 7a E. Whitcomb
lot 30 lot 100
26a Streeter 10a "Little War-
lot 100 mac" 7500
20a C. Stone Exempt 1000 36440 1413 87
lot 45 Lane, Raymond L., Mrs.
66a Read- Poll & Head 7 00
Hale lot 200 Lane, Caryl
58a H. Taylor Head
lot 100 Bldg. lot 500
12a R. Whitcoimb Lynch
lot 25 cottage 300 800 36 04
24a Williams Lane, Caryl, Mrs.
lot 50 Poll & Head 7 00
100a Holbrook Lane, Kenneth P.
lot ,, 200 Poll & Head
85a Wilcox Lane house
lot 500 & lot 8000
Brick Long
house 6000 house 11000
Skinner Gerald-Garfield
Mill 5000 lot 200
Cottage 2000 35a Taft
1 Store- land 300
house 2000 20a Farr-Taft
Old Mill lot 300
bldgs. 3500 Bldg. lot 1000 20800 814 04
Mill bldg. 55000 Lane, Kenneth P., Mrs.
Machin- Poll & Head 7 00
ery 20000 Lane, William K.
Stock in Head
trade 46600 147485 5722 42 L & B 10000
Lane, Chester E. Exempt 1000 9000 354 20
L & B 8500 Lane, William K., Mrs.
Land 1000 9500 368 60 Poll & Head 7 00
Lane, Zora Lane, Lyman
L & B 16000 16000 620 80 Poll & Head
Lane, Raymond L. 26a Part Shoddy
L & B 17500 lot 100 100 10 88
64a Shoddy Lane, Lyman, Mrs.
land 2000 Poll & Head 7 00




















Lane, Howard & Blanch



































Lot W. S. 25
LaPlante, John R
Head
































































Lavigne, John & Ruth
3V4 a






Lavigne, Joseph & Marie














































































































L & B 12500 12500







































































L & B 12000
L & B S.L. Rd.
unfin. 2500







































L & B 13000 13000 515 90
Lewis, Winthrop Jr., Mrs.




house 5000 5000 201 00
Lewis, Robert C, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Lind, Ernest
Poll & Head
50a L & B 10100
60a Cross
pasture 200
Snow lot 100 10400 410 52
Lind, Ernest, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Lindberg, H. Richard
Head
L & B 11000
Lot 500
Exempt 1000 10500 412 40
Lindberg, H. Richard, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Linna, Veikka A.
Head
L & B 9500
Exempt 1000 8500 334 80
Linn a, Veikka A., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Little, Joseph R.
Head
L & B 6250
Exempt 1000 5250 208 70
Little, Joseph R., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Little, Peter
Poll & Head
L & B 2500 2500 104 00
Little, Peter, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Lizotte, Louis J.
Head
L & B 11000
Exempt 1000 10000 398 00
Lizotte, Louis J., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Longway, Carroll & Amy
L & B 7500 7500 294 75
Longway, Amy
Poll & Head 7 00
Loos, Leon
Poll & Head
L & B 17500 17500 694 75
Loos, Leon, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Lorandeau, Sydney W.
Head
L & B 13500
Exempt 1000 12500 490 00
Lorandeau, Sydney W., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Lorandeau, Charles
Poll & Head
L & B 5000 5000 203 50
Loranger, Wilmer
Poll & Head 7 00
Loranger, Wilmer, Mrs.
Poll & Head
Trailer 2500 2500 105 25
Lord, Richard
Poll & Head
L & B 5000 5000 201 00
Lord, Richard, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Lotz, Dorothy
Poll & Head 7 00
Lounder, Harold
Poll & Head 7 00
Lounder, Harold, Mrs.

























Exempt 1000 7000 276 60
Lyman, Carlton, Mrs.







Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description fltion Tax and Description ation Tax
Macarthy, Earl & Marsh, George
Doris M. Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 10500 10500 407 40 Marsh, George, Mrs.
MacFarlane, Blanche H. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Marnell, James
L & B 7600 Head
Bldg. lot 300 L & camp 300 300 16 64
Land 500 8400 337 12 Marshala, Augustine
MacFarlane, Donald & Phyllis
Head 5 00 L & B 17300
MacKenzie, R. W. E. Exempt 1000 16300 632 44
L & B 12500 12500 485 00 Marshala, Augustine
MacKenzie, Gerald Head 5 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Marshala, Phyllis, Mrs.
MacKenzie, Gerald, Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Martell, Edward
MacLennan, Ada, Mrs. Poll & Head
Trailer 1750 1750 67 90 L & B 10750 10750 429 48
MacLeod, Luther Martell, Edward, Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 7000 Martin, Myrtie
Exempt 1000 6000 237 80 L & B 2500 2500 97 00
MacLeod, Luther, Mrs. Martin, Harold
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Madden, John F. L & B 7500 7500 298 00
Poll & Head Martin, Harold, Mrs.
L & B 9500 Poll & Head 7 00
Bogue Id. 300 9800 387 24 Martin, Elwin
Madden, John F., Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 10000 10000 393 00
Madore, Robert & Pauline Martin, Elwin, Mrs.
L & B 12000 12000 465 60 Poll & Head 7 00
Madore, Robert Martin, Reginald
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Madore, Pauline, Mrs. L & unfin.
Poll & Head 7 00 house 5500
Magoon, Mae Exempt 1000 4500 179 60
Poll & Head 7 00 Martin, Reginald, Mrs.
Manning, Harry Poll & Head 7 00
Head Martin, Leslie
L & B 5800 Head 5 00
Exempt 2000 3800 152 44 Martin, Frank Sr.
Manning, Harry, Mrs. Poll & Head
Head 5 00 L & B 7000 7000 278 60
Mariaschin, Saul Martin, Frank Sr., Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 13500 13500 537 55 Martin, Frank Jr.
Mariaschin, Saul, Mrs. Head 5 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Martin, Frank Jr., Mrs.
Marrotte, Richard Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Martin, Foster
Marrotte, Richard, Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 14000 14000 550 20
Marrotte, Blanche Martin, Foster, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Martin, Lawrence, Mrs. Gould
Poll & Head 7 00 house 1500
Martin, Herbert Robbins
Poll & Head house 4000
L & B 4000 4000 164 20 Woods
Martin, Herbert, Mrs. house 3500
Poll & Head 7 00 Evans
Martineau, Robert E. house 4000
& Joanne Lafountain
L & B 7000 land 50 30550 1192 34
Exempt 1000 6000 235 80 Maynard, Harrison G.
Martineau, Robert Head
Head 5 00 L & B 8000
Martineau, Robert, Mrs. Exempt 1000 7000 276 60
Poll & Head 7 00 Maynard, Harrison G., Mrs
Maslen, Charles Poll & Head 7 00
128a L & B 8000 McAnney, Allan H.
Atkinson Poll & Head
lot 200 8200 318 16 L & B 10000 10000 395 00
Mason, Archie McAnney, Allan H., Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Lot W. P. McClure, Alfred J.
Road 500 Head
*
Dubois Id. 500 75a L & B 9500
Trailer 2500 3500 144 55 Exempt 1000 8500 334 80
Mason, Archie, Mrs. McClure, Alfred J., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Mason, Richard C. McNally, John
Poll & Head Head
L & B 4200 Trailer 3920
Part lot 9 200 Exempt 1000 2920 119 76
Boat 100 4500 183 85 McNally, John, Mrs.
Matthews, Theodore Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head McCullough, Charles
House & Head
lot 4000 L & B 4500
Land 1000 Exempt 1000 3500 140 80
New house & McCullough, Charles, Mrs.
lot 180O0 23000 899 40 Poll & Head 7 00
Matthews, Theodore , Mrs. McDonald, James
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Mattson, Arne McDonald, James, Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 4500 4500 181 60 Meade, Charles
Mattson, Arne, Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 7000 7000 282 10
Maxfield, Kenneth, Mrs. Meade. Charles. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Maxfield, Kenneth Megenis, Phillip
Poll & Head Poll & Head
Home pi. 8000 L & B 11000
B. Emery Boat 120 11120 438 45
house 7500 Megenis, Phillip, Mrs.
Grogan Poll & Head 7 00



























L & B 14000




















L & B 8500
Exempt 1000 7500















Michel, Henry & Daul
L & B 13800
























L & B 10000 1000O 395 00
Miller, Charles, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Miller, Guy & Florence
L & B 6500




Poll & Head 7 00
Miller, Helen
Poll & Head
L & B 5800 5800 234 94
Miller, Bernard, Mrs.
Poll & Head





L & B 5500





L & B 9000
Land 200 9200




L & B 16500
Exempt 1000 15500




L & B 16500
Exempt 1000 15500











L & B 9500 9500 375 60


























Poll & Head 7 00 Moshure, Robert
Mooney, Warren F. Poll & Head 7 00
Head Moshure, Robert. Mrs.
L & B 11000 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 10000 393 00 Moulton. Richard W.
Mooney, Warren F., Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 22000
Moore, Frank Exempt 1000 21000 819 80
Head Moulton, Richard W., Mrs.
Bldg. lot & Poll & Head 7 00
cellar 1500 1500 63 20 Mulder, Henry
Moore, Frank, Mrs House &
Poll & Head 7 00 lot 12000
Moore, John L. Exempt 1000 11000 432 30
Head Mulder, Henrv, Mrs.
L & B 12000 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 11000 437 30 Murphy, Richard P.
Moore, John L., Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 14100
Moore, Milton Boat 200
Poll & Head Exempt 1G00 13300 527 69
L & B 7500 7500 298 00 Murphy, Richard P.. Mrs
Moore, Milton, Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Murray, William
Moore, Ellen, Mrs. Head
Poll & Head L & B 7500 7500 296 00
L & B 12500 12500 498 25 Murray, William, Mrs.
Moran, Archie Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Murray, William Jr.
L & B 12500 12500 498 25 L & B 5000 5000 194 00
Moran, Archie, Mn -Murray. Hugh
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Morgan, Arthur L & B 11500 11500 458 95
Head Murray, Hugh, Mrs.
L & B 10000 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 9000 354 20 Myers, Lawrence
Morgan, Arthur, Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Myers, Lawrence, Mrs.
Morris, Frederick J Poll & Head 7 00
Head Mvers. Dennis
L & B 7500 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 6500 257 20 Nadeau, Eugene
Morris, Frederick J. , Mrs Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 New house
Morris, Ruth C. & lot 13000 13000 511 40
Head Nadeau, Eugene, Mrs.
Trailer 3185 Poll & Head 7 00
Vi D. Freihofer Nadeau, Alfred
lot 200 Poll & Head
Exempt 1000 2385 98 73 Lot &
Morse, Elmer bldgs. 10300
Poll & Head Part lot 9 &
L & B 4500 4500 181 60 Garage 200 10500 419 65
Morse, Elmer, Mrs Nadeau, Alfred, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Naeck, Werner C. Exempt 1000 7000 276 60
Head Newell, Ronald Jr., Mrs.
L & B 12500 Poll & Head 7 00
Boat 125 Nikiforakis, Peter
Exempt 1000 11625 461 86 Head
Naeck, Werner C, Mrs. Hotel




W. P. 1000 1000 44 30 mill 250
Napsey, Catherine Lot 2500
Head Exempt 1000 19250 751 90
L & B 11000 11000 431 80 Nikiforakis, Peter, Mrs.
Naromore, Glenn Poll & Head 7 00
Head Nims, Everett
Home pi. 9500 Poll & Head
Anstey L & B &
house 6000 Garage 19000
Whitcomb Stock in
lot 100 15600 610 28 trade 5300 24300 949 84
Naromore, Glenn, Mrs. Nims, Everett, Mrs
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Nash, Don Nims, Edward
L & B 10000 10000 388 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Nash, Don, Mrs. Oberg, Carl Sr.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Nash, Mary Ellen L & B 11700 11700 466 81
L & B 9000 9000 349 20 Oberg, Carl Sr., Mrs.
Navish, Douglas & Elsie Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 10000 Oberg, Carl Jr.
2a land 2000 Poll & Head
Exempt 2000 10000 393 00 L & B
Navish, Douglas W. P. 9100
Head 5 00 Land 500 9600 384 28
Navish, Douglas, Mrs. Oberg, Carl Jr., Mrs.
Head 5 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Nelson, Benjamin O'Brien, Carl
Head Trailer 4265
L & B 8500 %a land 400 4665 181 00
Exempt 1000 7500 296 00 O'Brien, Carl, Mrs,
Nelson, Benjamin, Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 O'Brien, Edward
Nelson, Clarence Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 7000 7000 278 60
Nelson, Clarence, Mrs. O'Brien, Edward, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Newell, James O'Brien, Leon
Poll & Head Head
L & B 8500 8500 336 80 L & B 7200
Newell, James, Mrs. Land 1000
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 7200 284 36
Newell, Ronald Jr O'Brien, Leon, Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
5a L & B 8000 O'Brien, Merton
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 11000 Olson, Kenneth P.
Exempt 1000 10000 393 00 Poll & Head
O'Brien, Merton, Mrs. L & B 4000 4000 162 20
Poll & Head 7 00 Olson, Kenneth P., Mrs.
O'Brien, Evelyn Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Orr, Dorothy
O'Connell, Edward & Rose Poll & Head
L & B 9000 9000 349 20 L & B 15000 15000 596 50
O'Connell, Edward Packard, Bessie
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
O'Connell, Edward, Mrs. l%a
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 10000 10000 400 00
O'Donnell, Andrew J. Packard, Vinter O.
Head Head
Lots 89-90-91 & L & B 7500
bldgs. 8000 Exempt 1000 6500 257 20
Exempt 1000 7000 280 10 Packard, Vinter O., Mrs.
O'Donnell, Andrew J., Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Page, Kendall
O'Gorman, William Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Houses, land &
O'Gorman, William, Mrs. barn 33000
Poll & Head 7 00 60a Hill
Ohman, Thure S. pasture 100
Head 7a Blake lot 45
L & B 14500 10a Butler
Exempt 1000 13500 535 55 lot 85
Ohm an, Thure S., Mrs. 2a bldg. lot 200
Poll & Head 7 00 Gravel
Oman, John bank 500
Head 5 00 80a Willis-Mt. Huggins
Oman, John, Mrs. lot 100 34030 1344 21
Poll & Head 7 00 Page, Kendall, Mrs.
Oles, R. Irving
'
Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Page, Floyd W.
Lot No. 2 & Poll & Head
bldgs. 11500 L & B 12500 12500 498 25
Lot No. 4 & Page, Floyd W., Mrs.
bldgs. 11500 Poll & Head 7 00
Lot No. 5 500 Page, Mary G.
Cottage Poll & Head
S. L. 600 24100 942 08 L & B 5000
Oles, R. Irving, Mrs. Exempt 1000 4000 164 20
Poll & Head 7 00 Page, Leander Jr.
Ollis, Luke Head 5 00
Head Page, James
L & B 5500 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 4500 179 60 Paight, Philip S. Jr.
Ollis, Luke, Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 L & Trailer 2500 2500 104 00
Olmstead, George Paight, Philip S. Jr. , Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 5000 5000 201 00 Paige, Frederick G.
Olmstead, George, Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Paige, Harry Sr. Parent, Robert F. Sr.
Poll & Head Head
L & B 6500 6500 259 20 L & B 9700
Paige, Harry Sr., Mrs. Exempt 1000 8700 342 56
Poll & Head 7 00 Parent, Robert F. Sr., Mrs
Palazone, Reynold F. Poll & Head 7 00
Head Parker, George G. Jr.
L & B 13000 13000 515 90 Head
Palazone, Reynold F., Mrs L & B 7500
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 6500 260 45
Palm, John E. Parker, George G. Jr., Mrs
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 18000 18000 705 40 Parker, Jack E. &
Palm, John E., Mrs. Janice J.
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 12500 12500 485 00
Pancrazio, Lucien F. Parker, Jack E.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 9500 9500 373 60 Parker, Jack E., Mrs.
Papas, Joan E. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Parker, Lynn
Gift Shop 4800 Poll & Head
Stock in L & B 3000 3000 123 40
trade 1000 5800 232 04 Parker, Ralph Sr.
Papas, Stephen L & B 9500
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 8500 329 80
Paquette, Frank Parker, Ralph Jr.
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Paquette, Frank, Mrs. L & B 24200
Poll & Head 7 00 Cottage 200 24400 951 72
Paquette, Louis A. Parker, Ralph Jr., Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 7500 7500 298 00 Parker, Raymond
Paquette, Louis A. , Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 L- cellar -
Paquette, Roger T Trailer 2500 2500 104 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Parker, Raymond, Mrs.
Paquette, Elaine Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Parker, Almon
Paquette, Neree Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Parker, David
L & B 8500 8500 336 80 Poll & Head 7 00
Paquette, Neree, Mrs. Pascoe, Thomas & Hazel
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 6600 6600 259 38
Paquette, William N. Pascoe, Thomas
Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 10500 10500 412 40 Pascoe, Thomas, Mrs.
Paquette, William N., Mrs Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Pasno, Louis
Parada, William Head 5 00
& Thelma Pasno, Louis, Mrs.
L & B 5800 5800 225 04 Poll & Head 7 00
Parada, William Pasno, Robert
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Parada, William, Mrs. L & B 7000 7000 282 10
Poll & Head 7 00 Pasquarelli, Louis
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll & Head Peets, Wesley
L & B 6000 6000 242 80 Poll & Head 7 00
Pasquarelli, Louis, Mrs. Peets, Wesley, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Patch, Parker Jr., Mrs. Pellerin, Alice
Head Poll & Head
L & B 11300 L & B 4000 4000 164 20
Exempt 1000 10300 409 79 Pellerin, Romain
Patnode, Joseph Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 6000 6000 232 80 Pelletier, Lester & Marion
Patnode, Victor, Mrs. L & B 13000 13000 504 40
Poll & Head 7 00 Pelletier, Lester
Patnode, Victor Head 5 00
Poll & Head Pelletier, Lester, Mrs.
L & B 9500 Poll & Head 7 00
33a Eastman
lot 75

























































L & B 10000 10000
Penna, Richard
534 49 Poll & Head
Trailer 3625 3625
7 00 Penna, Richard, Mrs.
Poll & Head
7 00 Perra, Andrew Jr.
Poll & Head
L & B Lots 74-
76-78 9000
354 20 Perra, Andrew Jr.,
Poll & Head
7 00 Perreault, Luger
L & B 7000
Perreault, Luger, Mrs.




271 60 Exempt 1000
Perry, Arthur B., Mrs.
7 00 Poll & Head
Perrv, Arthur B.

















N.inic Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
13a land 3000 Phillips, Bernice
6a Snow lot 50 Poll & Head
6a Jeffery L & B 4000 4000 162 20
place 7000 Pickard, William
Methodist Poll & Head
prop. 13500 L & B 14000 14000 550 20
Frazier Id. 100 Pickard, William, Mrs.
72a Sprague Poll & Head 7 00
pasture 1000 Pickering, Donald
Portable Poll & Head
Mill 300 33950 1317 26 L & B 10500 10500 419 65
Perry, David M. Pickering, Donald, Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 9000 9000 356 20 Pickering, Robert W.
Perry, David M., Mrs. & Vivian
PolT& Head 7 00 L & B 14500
Perry, Ernest B. Exempt 1000 13500 523 80
& Arlene W. Pickering, Robert W.
L & B 12000 12000 465 60 Head 5 00
Perry, Ernest B. Pickering, Robert W., Mrs
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Perry, Ernest B., Mrs. Piermarini, Eno
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Perry, David & Ernest L & B 10000
Lot & camp Legere pi.
S. L. 1500 1500 58 20 W. S. 9500 19500 761 60
Perry, Mary Jane Piermarini, Eno, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Perry, Harry Pickett, Wilmer
12a Forbush Poll & Head 7 00
lot 300 Pickett, Wilmer, Mrs.
20a Reed lot 60 360 13 97 Poll & Head 7 00
Perry, Harry, Mrs. Pierson, Walter
L & B 10000 Poll & Head
Land Troy L & B 8000 8000 317 40
Road 1500 11500 446 20 Pierson, Walter, Mrs.
Persons, Gertrude E. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Piispanen, Paul
Lot A8 & Poll & Head
cottage 3000 3000 124 90 L & B 12500
Petrowicz, Daniel Boat 450 12950 515 94
Poll & Head Piispanen, Paul, Mrs.
L & B 9500 9500 380 35 Poll & Head 7 00
Petrowicz, Daniel, Mrs. Pine Acres Mobil
Poll & Head 7 00 Homes Inc.
Peterson, Richard Stock in
Head 5 00 trade 29100 29100 1129 08
Peterson, Richard, Mrs. Pine Ridge Trailer Park
Poll & Head 7 00 Motel &
Phair, Thomas House 13700
L & B 3000 3000 116 40 18 Trailer
Phillips, Francis sites 7200 20900 821 37
Head Pitcher, Francis
L & B 8500 Head 5 00
Exempt 1000 7500 296 00 Pitcher, Francis, Mrs.
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 1800 74 84
Pitcher, Frederick S. Plummer, Rodney, Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 6500 Plummer, Donald
Exempt 1000 5500 221 15 Poll & Head
Pitcher, Frederick S., Mrs. L & B 9000 9000 356 20
Poll & Head 7 00 Plummer, Donald, Mrs.
Pierce, Neil A. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Plummer, Floyd
L & B 10500 10500 414 40 Poll & Head 7 00
Pierce, Neil A., Mrs. Plummer, Floyd, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Plante, Lawrence Plummer, Robert
Head Poll & Head
la L & B 10500 L & B 1000 4
23a Id. Machinery 100 1100 49 68
W. S. 500 Plummer, Robert, Mrs.
Exempt 1000 10000 393 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Plante, Lawrence, Mrs. Poanessa, Peter
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Plante, William J.
Head
L & B 2500
Exempt 1000 1500 63 20
Plante, William J., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Plummer, Cecil & Vivian


















14a Gage lot 25
Boat 395 13445 521 67
Plummer, Cecil
Poll & Head 7 00
Plummer, Cecil, Mrs.






































26a L & B 14000 14000 550 20
Poole, Lila
Poll & Head
L & B 2500 2500 105 25
Porada, Peter & Mary
L & B 10400 10400 403 52
Porada, Peter
Poll & Head 7 00
Porada, Peter, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Porada, Peter Jr.
Head
L & B 5500
Exempt 1000 4500 179 60
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Porada, Peter Jr., Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Purrington, Bruce
Porter, Alonzo Poll & Head 7 00
Head Purrington, Bruce, Mrs.
Lots A16-A17 & Poll & Head 7 CO
bldgs. 2500 Putnam, Florence, Mrs.
Exempt 1000 1500 63 95 Poll & Head 7 00
Porter, Alonzo, Mrs. Puffer, Herbert
Poll & Head 7 00 Lot S. L. 750 750 29 10
Porter, Robert
Head





L & B 14500
Exempt 1000 13500




L & B 11000 11000
Pratt, Charles L., Mrs.
Poll & Head
Pratt, Perley & Ruth














L & B 7000
Exempt 7000






L & B 11300 11300
Purrington, Richard
Poll & Head
L & B 6000




















L & B 6200
Cottage &
lot 3000
Exempt 1000 8200 318 16
Pythian Knights &
Sisters Inc.
L & Hall 1800 1800 69 84
Quintilio, Tullio B.
Head












L & B 10500 10500
Ramsay, Charles F.
Poll & Head
Ramsay, C. Murray Jr.
Head
L & B 11500
Exempt 1000 10500










L & B 16500 16500


















Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Read, Ina, Mrs. L & unfin.
L & B 7000 7000 271 60 house 8000
Red Roof Inc. Puddin' Holler
Lots 98-99-52-53 & bldg. 15000
bldgs. 22000 10a meadow 10 23010 899 79
Lots 92-93 400 Ridley, Edwin Jr., Mrs.
Lots 95-96-97 & Poll & Head 7 00
bldgs. 4000 26400 1037 52 Ridley, Kenneth
Reed, Gordon Poll & Head
Head L & B 9500 9500 375 60
L & B 8000 Ridley, Kenneth, Mrs.
Exempt 1000 7000 276 60 Poll & Head 7 00
Reed Gordon, Mrs Riley, Earl H.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Reynolds, John M. L & B 14000
Head Lot 500 14500 576 85
L & B 18000 Riley, Earl H., Mrs.
lVfea Bradley Poll & Head 7 00
Mill lot 25 18025 704 37 Riley, James H.
Reynolds, John M., Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 10500
Reynolds, Landon Exempt 1000 9500 378 35
Poll & Head Riley, James H., Mrs.
Trailer 3710 3710 150 95 Poll & Head 7 00
Reynolds, Landon, Mrs. Riley, Gordon
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Rhoades, Wayne Rines, Ralph T.
Head Head
L & B 16200 Land 200 100 12 76
Exempt 1000 15200 594 76 Rines, Beulah
Rhoades, Wayne, Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 6000
Rice, Arthur R. Exempt 1000 5000 201 00
Head Ringland, Vera
L & B 6700 Poll & Head
Exempt 1000 5700 229 01 L & B 5000 5000 203 50
Rice, Arthur R., Mrs. Ringland, William N.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Rice, William L & B 12500 12500 498 25
Poll & Head 7 00 Ringland, William N., Mrs,
Rice, William, Mrs . Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Rinta, Walter
Rice, Carroll, Mrs. Head
Poll & Head L & B 7300 7300 288 24
L & B 4500 Rinta, Walter, Mrs,
Land E. S. 200 4700 189 36 Poll & Head 7 00
Rice, Raymond Rioux, Leroy W.
Poll & Head Head
L & B 2500 2500 104 00 L & B 22000
Ridley, Edwin, Mrs Bldg. lot 500
Head Exempt 1000 21500 849 95
L & B 6500 Rioux, Leroy W., Mrs.
Exempt 1000 5500 218 40 Poll & Head 7 00














Trailer 1930 1930 82 84
Rivers, James C, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Rixford, Norman
Poll & Head 7 00
Rixford, Norman, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Robb, Walter
Head
L & B 600 600 28 28
Robb, Winifred
Poll & Head
L & B 7500 7500 298 00
Robb, Winifred, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Robbins, Jefferson
& Jennie
L & B 4100 4100 161 13
Roberts, Theresa
Poll & Head
L & B 1330O 13300 529 69
Robinson. Cecil, Mrs.
Poll & Head
L & B 15000
Boat 100 15100 592 88
Robinson, Cecil
Poll & Head 7 00
Robinson, Ronald L.
Poll & Head
L & B 14000
Boat 2050 16050 629 74
Robinson, Ronald L., Mrs.




Poll & Head 7 00
Robinson, David
Poll & Head 7 00
Robinson, David, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Robinson, Paul
Poll & Head 7 00
Robinson, Paul. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Rockwell, Bruce & Barbara
L & B 6500 6500 252 20




Trailer 3500 4400 172 92
Rockwell, Mary







L & B 11000
Exempt 1000 10000
Rollins, William Jr., Mrs.
Poll & Head
Roscoe, Leander & Mattie




























L & B 8300 8300



















Roy, Leonard & Catherine







L & B 7500
Exempt 1000 6500








Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Rudolph, Sherry Sanderson, Selena
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Ruffle, Leonard L & B 9000
Poll & Head L & Shop 2500 11500 453 20
L & B 9000 9000 356 20 Saunders, Charles &
Ruffle, Ernest Marion
Head 5 00 L & B 7000
Ruffle, Ernest, Mrs. Stock in
Poll & Head 7 00 trade 150
Russell, Charles Exempt 1000 6150 241 69
Poll & Head Saunders, Charles, Mrs.
L & B 7000 7000 282 10 Poll & Head 7 00
Rust, Gerald Savard, Winifred
Head Poll & Head
Restaurant & L & B 4500
Home 7500 Machinery 2900 7400 294 12
6 cottages 6000 Savard, Winifred, Mrs.
Milk room 3000 Poll & Head 7 00
Stock in Schnyer. Alice, Mrs.
trade 380 16880 668 38 L <S: B 10000 100C0 388 00
Rutter, F. Whitman Schnyer, Raymond
Head 5 00 Head
Rutter, F. Whitman, Mrs. L & B 15500 15500 606 40
Poll & Head 7 00 Schnyer, Raymond, Mrs.
S afford, Annie Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 200 200 7 76 Schrepta, Paul L.
Safford, Franklin Head
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 5000 5000 199 00
Safford, Franklin, Mrs. Schrepta, Paul L., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Safford, Norma Jane Schuck. Albert
Poll & Head Head
L & B 20000 L & B 5000
Whitcomb Exempt 1000 4000 162 20
lot 1000 Schuck, Albert, Mrs.
60a Graves Poll & Head 7 00
place 100 21100 825 68 Scott, David W.
Safford, Ranald & June L.
Poll & Head L & B 14500
L & B 10000 10000 400 00 Exempt 1000 13500 523 80
Safford, Ranald, Mrs. Scott. David W.
Poll & Head 7 00 Head 5 00
Salminen, Martti Scott. David W., Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 13000 13000 511 40 Scribner, Lizzie
Salminen, Martti, Mrs. L & B 11250
Poll & Head 7 00 30a Ware
Sanders, Henry & lot 100 11350 440 38
Margaret Seaver, Chester, Mrs.
L & B 13900 Poll & Head
Exempt 1000 12903 506 97 L & B 4500 4500 181 60
Sanders, Henry Seavey, Gary J.
Head 5 00 Poll & Head
Sanders, Henry, Mrs. L & B 10000 10000 400 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Seavey, Gary J., Mrs.
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Selecky, John L & B 14000 14000 550 20
Poll & Head Silver, William, Mrs.
L & B 6000 6000 242 80 Poll & Head 7 00
Selecky, John, Mrs. Silver, Harry
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Seymour, Joseph Silver, Harry, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Seymour, Joseph, Mrs. Simineau, Carl
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Sharkey, Fred W. L & B 12500 12500 498 25
Poll & Head Simineau, Ca.l, Mrs.
L & B 10500 Poll & Head 7 00
Boat 235 10735 423 52 Simineau, Donald
Sharkey. Fred W., Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Simineau, Donald, Mrs.
Sharp, E. Olive Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Simpson, Helen D.
Mobile Head
home 2900 2900 119 52 L & B 13300
Sheldon, Guy Exempt 1000 12300 482 24
Head Simon, Louis
L & camp 250 250 14 70 Poll & Head
Sheldon, Guy, Mrs. L & B
Poll & Head 7 00 S. L. 16500 16500 647 20
Sherwood, Enoch & Violet Simon, Louis, Mrs.
Lots 33-35 & Poll & Head 7 00
bldgs. 4500 4500 176 85 Skerry, Henry
Sherwood. Enoch Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Skerry, Henry, Mrs.
Sherwood, Enoch, Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Sloan, J. Richard
Short, John R. Poll & Head
Head L & B 95O0 9500 380 35
L & B 6200 6200 245 56 Sloan, J. Richard, Mrs.
Short, John R., Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Small, Edgar S. Est.
Short, Kenneth L & B 23000 23000 892 40
Poll & Head Smead, Claude M.
L & B 4000 4000 162 20 Head
Short, Kenneth, Mrs. Mobile
Poll & Head 7 00 home 2330
Short, Leo R. Stock in
Poll & Head trade 150
L & B 3200 3200 131 16 L & B 1000 3480 140 02
Short, Leo A. Smead. Claude M., Mrs
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 1000 1000 45 80 Smith, Clarence
Short, Leo A., Mrs & Edythe
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 10100 10100 391 88
Shortlidge, R. J., Mrs. Smith, Clarence
L & B 1600O 16000 628 80 Poll & Head 7 00
Shortlidge, Margaret Smith, Clarence, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Silver, William Smith, Selena
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll & Head 7 00 Smith, Harry
Smith, Halsey H. Head 5 00
Head Smith, Harry, Mrs.
L & B 8500 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 7500 296 00 Snow, Carl O.
Smith, Harry J. Jr Head
Poll & Head L & B 11700 11700 464 81
L & B 3000 3000 123 40 Snow, Carl O., Mrs
Smith, Harry J. Jr. , Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Sobieski, Chester J,
Smith, Herbert & Gloria Head
L & B 10500 L & B 15500
Exempt 1000 9500 368 60 Exempt 1000 14500 574 85
Smith, Herbert L. Sobieski, Chester J. , Mrs.
Head 5 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Smith, Herbert L., Mrs. Sorette, John
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Smith, Howard L & B 8000 8000 317 40
Poll & Head Soucy, Robert J.
Office Head
bldg. 4500 L & B 13500
Bd. house 1500 6000 239 80 Exempt 1000 12500 490 00
Smith, Howard, Mrs. Soucy, Robert J., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Smith, John D. Southwell, Henry
Poll & Head Poll & Head
L & B 7000 L & B 13300 13300 529 69
Cottage & Southwell, Henry, Mrs.
lot 2000 9000 360 70 Poll & Head
*
7 00
Smith, John D., Mrs. Southwick, Dallas ]E.
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Smith, Louis Mobile home &
Poll & Head land 5000
L & B 5500 5500 220 40 Exempt 1000 4000 160 20
Smith, Louis, Mrs. Southwick, Dallas E., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Smith, Robert Jr. Sparhawk, Geo. H.
Poll & Head & Irene B.
L & B 7000 7000 278 60 L & B 15000
Smith, Robert Jr., Exempt 1000 14000 550 20
Poll & Head 7 00 Sparhawk, George H.
Smith, William D. Head 5 00
Poll & Head Sparhawk, George H., Mrs
L & B 6500 6500 259 20 Poll & Head 7 00
Smith, William D., Mrs. Sparhawk, William
Poll & Head 7 00 Home
Smith, William M. place 10000
Poll & Head Rice place 6000
L & B 12000 12000 472 60 2 cottages
Smith, William M., Mrs. S. L. 7000
Poll & Head 7 00 4a mowing 100
Smith, Richard 45a Pine lot 300
HeacI 5 00 12a Marcey
Smith, Richard, Mrs. lot 200
Poll & Head 7 00 22a Capron
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
lot 200 23800 923 44 Poll & Head 7 00
Spears, Charles Starkey, Gladys E.
Poll & Head L & B 12000 12000 465 60
L & camp 200 200 14 76 Staubach, J. Norman, Mrs.
Spears, Charles, Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 23000
Spencer, Donald A. & Bldg. lot 1500 24500 955 60
Ann M; Steinka, Frederick &
Motor Inn Kathleen
Motel 29000 L & B 11600
Exempt 1000 28000 1100 40 Boat 350 11950 469 63
Spencer, Donald A. Steinka, Frederick
Head 5 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Spencer, Donald A., Mrs. Steinka, Frederick, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Spofford, Paul D. Stender, Clifton E.
Head Head
Lot 8 L & B 7800
L & B 15500 Exempt 1000 6800 268 84
Exempt 1000 14500 574 85 Stender, Clifton E., Mrs.
Spofford, Paul D., Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Sterling, Harland
Spoor, David Poll & Head
Poll & Head L & B 10000
Trailer 3890 3890 157 93 Lot 500
Spring, Rolland Stock in
Poll & Head trade 300 10800 431 19
Home Sterling, Harland, Mrs.
place 8500 Poll & Head 7 00
Patnode Sterling, Edwin
L & B 7500 Poll & Head 7 00
Lot 500 16500 655 45 Sterling, William
Spring, Rolland, Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Stevens, Harold W.
Springer, John Poll & Head
Head 5 00 L & B 17500 17500 694 75
Springer, John, Mrs. Stevens, Harold W. , Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
St. John, Arthur, Mrs. Stevens, Verne
L & B 8000 8000 310 40 Poll & Head 7 00
St. John, Joseph, Mrs. Stevens, Verne, Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 8000 Stevens, Pauline
Exempt 1000 7000 278 60 Head 5 00
St. John, Joseph Stephenson, Carlon
Head 5 00 L & B 2000 2000 77 60
Stabler, Griffin M. Stephenson, Eliot & Helen
Poll & Head Cottage
L & B 17000 17000 666 60 W. P. 2000 2000 78 60
Stabler, Griffin M., Mrs. Stephenson, Eliot
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Stack, Michael Stoddard, Elton
Poll & Head L & B 400 400 15 52
L & B 10500 10500 419 65 Stoddard, Etta, Mrs.
Stack, Michael, Mrs. L & B 6500 6500 252 20
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Stoddard, Mildred S. L. 5000 17000 666 60
Poll & Head Stone, Howard H., Mrs.
Mobile Poll & Head 7 00
home 2550 2550 105 94 Stone Lumber Co.
Stoddard, Kenneth W. 20a Becky-Henry
Head lot 50
L & B 13300 60a Capron-Frazier
Exempt 1000 12300 488 39 lot 120
Stoddard, Kenneth W., Mrs # 75a Fields
Poll & Head 7 00 lot 150
Stoddard, Vinson 15a LaFountain
Poll & Head lot 25 345 13 39
L & B 8000 8000 317 40 Stone, D. S. Est.
Stoddard, Vinson, Mrs. 230a Farm
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 15000
Stohr, John 50a G. Stone
Head lot 3000
L & B 14300 8a Taft lot 15
Exempt 1000 13300 527 69 40a Crouch Bailey
Stohr, John, Mrs. lot 50
Poll & Head 7 00 100a Dickinson
Stone, Chester L. & Nellie lot 100
Bldg. lot 90a Maslen
S. C. 1000 1000 38 80 lot 200
Stone, Chester L. 60a Wilber
Poll & Head 7 00 lot 125
Stone, Nellie, Mrs. 15a C. Holbrook
Poll & Head lot 15
L & B 7000 7000 278 60 20a R. R. lot 40
Stone, Charles, Mrs 23a M. Carlton
Poll & Head lot 200
L & B 9200 9200 363 96 85a G. Howes
Stone, Clarence lot 150
Poll & Head 7 00 40a Downing
Stone, Clarence, Mrs. lot 100
Poll & Head 7 00 20a Marsh
Stone, Douglas lot 50
Poll & Head 7 00 25a Kate Hamel
Stone, Douglas, Mrs. lot 50
Poll & Head 7 00 300a H. E. & Mary Carter
Stone, Everett lot 400
Head 5 00 40a Foster
Stone, Everett, Mrs _ lot 100
Poll & Head 7 00 17a Thompson
Stone, Francis E. lot 50 19645 762 23
Head Stone, Raymond
L & B 11500 11500 451 20 Head
Stone, Francis E., Mrs. L&B 7500
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 6500 260 45
Stone, Barbara Stoodley, Roland Sr.
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Stone, Howard H. L&B 6500
Poll & Head Lot 1000
L & B 12000 Exempt 1000 6500 257 20























L & B 16600
Exempt 1000 15600




L & B 6000
Exempt 1000 5000




L & B 1500
Exempt 1000 500













L & B 9000 9000
Streeter, Harry
Head


























1000 17500 692 75
Stromgren, Richard B., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Strong, Leonard
Poll & Head 7 00
Strong, Leonard, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Sullivan, Maurice
Head
L & B 11500 11500 451 20
Sullivan, Maurice, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Sweeney, Alice
Poll & Head 7 00
Sweeney, Mamie
Poll & Head 7 00
Symonds, Carl
Poll & Head
L & B 5500 5500 223 15
Symonds, Carl, Mrs.



































4a Lot 200 2845 117 39
Tardiff, Alfred — Eunice
L & B 5500




























































L & B 3600
Pierson lot 400 4000


















































Poll & Head 7 00
Thibault, Jeremiah
Head



















L & B 9100
Exempt 1000 8100




L & B 7500
Lot No. 14 Lng.
Drive 500
Stock in
trade 150 8150 327 29
Thompson. Willard Sr., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Thomsen, Lloyd F.
Head
Lot 55 - % 50 &
bldgs. 11000
Exempt 1000 10000 398 00
Thomsen, Llovd F., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Thornton, Thomas
L & Trailer 4000 4000 155 20
Thornton, Thomas, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Thrasher, Chester L.
Poll & Head
2Vfea L & B 7C00
R. R. Id. 50
Vehicle 1000 8050 319 34
Thrasher, Chester L., Mrs.















L & B 21000 21000 821 80
Tisdale, Frank, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Tobey, Charles
Poll & Head 7 00
Todd, Clarence
Head
L & B 13000 13000 509 40
Todd, Clarence, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Tolman, Bernard C.
Head
L & B 12000
Exempt 1000 11000 431 80
Tolman, Bernard C, Mrs.





lot 500 700 32 16
Tolman, Carroll, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Tolman, Raymond
Poll & Head
L & B 10500 10500 414 40
Tolman, Raymond, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Tolman, Robert
Poll & Head 7 00
Tolman, Robert, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Tolman, Vernon
Head
L & B 8000
Exempt 1000 7000 276 60
Tolman, Vernon, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Tomberlin, William
Head
L & B 6500
Exempt 1000 5500 221 15
Tomberlin, William, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Tracy, Warren
Poll & Head
L & B 11000
Baker lot 1000 12000 472 60
Tracy, Warren, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Travis, Russell L.
Poll & Head
L & B 10500 10500 414 40
Travis. Russell L., Mrs















L & B 14000
Exempt 1000 13000
















Trombley, Fred & Vernie






















L & B 5400





L & B 5500











Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Tucker, Benton, Mrs. PoU & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 VanBrocklin, Bruce
Turgeon, Maurice & Bessie Poll & Head
L & B 9500 2.2a L & B 5900 5900 235 92
Exempt 1000 8500 329 80 VanBrocklin, Bruce,
,
Mrs.
Turgeon, Maurice PoU & Head 7 00
Head 5 00 Verberg, John G.
Turgeon, Maurice, Mrs. 75a y2 int.
Poll & Head 7 00 L & B 3750 3750 145 50
Turcotte, Roger A. Verberg, John A.
Poll & Head Head
L & B 6000 6000 239 80 75a y2 int.
Turcotte, Roger A., Mrs. L & B 3750
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 2750 111 70
Turner, Charles E. Verberg, John A., Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 11500 Vrakititsis, George
Exempt 1000 10500 412 40 Poll & Head
Turner, Charles E., Mrs. Lot &
Poll & Head 7 00 cottage 2000 2000 85 60
Twitchell, Marcia Vrakititsis, George, Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & Camp 150 150 12 82 Walden, Margaret
Twitchell, Olan, Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head L & B 16000 16000 627 80
L & B 12500 Walker, George Sr.
R. Lane Poll & Head
place 5000 Cottage &
L & B lot 3500 3500 144 55
N. S. 11800 Walker, George Sr., Mrs.
Stock in Poll & Head 7 00
trade 200 29500 1157 50 Walker, Ivan
Twombley, Herbert & Poll & Head
Christine Trailer 1930 1930 82 84
L & B 10800 Walker, Ivan, Mrs.
Exempt 1000 9800 385 14 Poll & Head 7 00
Twombley, Herbert Walsh, James R.
Head 5 00 Head
Twombley, Herbert, Mrs. L & B 13300
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 12300 488 39
Underwood, Karl F. Walsh, James R., Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 9000 Ward, John Sr.
10a Hill Head
pasture 50 L & B 5000
30a Hill Exempt 1000 4000 160 20
pasture 100 Ward, John Sr., Mrs.
Exempt 2000 7150 285 92 Poll & Head 7 00
Underwood, Karl F. , Mrs. Ward, Robert
Head 5 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Underwood, Romie Ward, Robert, Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
L & B 6000 Warner, Roland, Mrs.
Exempt 1000 5000 201 50 Head









































L & B 15000
Exempt 1000















































































West Swanzey A. A.
L & B 10000 10000
Wetmore, David & Eliza
L & B 6500
Colony lot 100 6600
Wheeler, Louis, Mrs.






L & B 12500 12500




L & B 9500
Wheelock, Wayne
PoU & Head











































































L & B 7500
Exempt 1000
White, Lee E., Mrs.
Poll & Head
White, Richard H .
Head






L & B 2000
Whitney, Darell
Poll & Head






















































L & B 6000 6000
Whittemore, Clarence E.
Poll & Head
Whittemore, Clarence E., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Whittemore, David
Head
L & B 8000 8000 315 40
Whittemore, David, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Whittemore, Richard
Poll & Head 7 00
Whittemore, Penny
Poll & Head 7 00
Whittemore, Mary























L & B 3000




L & B 15800 15800 627 94






































































Lot S. C. 100
Wilson, Frank D.



































Exempt 1000 4000 155 20
Wilson, Earl
Poll & Head 7 00
Wilson, Earl, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Williams, E. R.
Head
L & B 7000
Exempt 1000 6000 240 80
Williams, E. R., Mrs.




home 1660 1660 72 24
Winn, Harold, Mrs.
Poll & Head
L & B 6000 6000 239 80
Wood, Fay
Poll & Head
L & B 6500 6500 259 20
Wood, Fay, Mrs.
Poll & Head
L & B 3500 3500 142 80
Wood, Hazen
Poll & Head
Boat 100 100 10 88
Wood, Irene
Poll & Head
L & B 5000 5000 203 50
Wood, Richard
Head
L & B 5000
Exempt 1000 4000 160 20
Wood, Richard, Mrs.




home 4995 4995 200 81
Wood, Walter, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Woods, Robert E.
Poll & Head
L & B 9600
27a lot 1000
6a lot 100 10700 422 16
Woods, Mabel
Poll & Head 7 00
Woods, David
L & B 6600 6600 256 08
Woods, David, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
















L & B 8300 8300 329 04





L & B 7000
Meadow 10 7010 271 98
Woodward, Phillip L.
Poll & Head
L & B 13000
Lot S. C. 1500 14500 569 60
Woodward, Phillip L., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00














1000 14500 569 85
Worcester, Clarence, Mrs.
Poll & Head #
Worcester, James & Jo Ann
L & B 10000









































Poll & Head 7 00
Wright, James Jr., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Wright, John G.
Poll & Head
L & B 12500 12500 492 00
Wright, Kenneth K.
Head
L & B 8300
Exempt 1000 7300 291 89
Wright, Kenneth K., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Wright, Morgan
Head
L & B 10500
Exempt 1000 9500 373 60
Wright, Morgan, Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Wright, Raymond L
& Iris
L & B 10000 10000 393 00
Wright, Raymond L.
Poll & Head 7 00
Wright, Raymond L., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Wright, Richard L.
Head
L & B 5500
Exempt 1000 4500 179 60
Wright, Richard L., Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Wright, Spencer M.
Poll & Head
L & B 12100 12100 482 53
Wright, Spencer M., Mrs.
PoU & Head 7 00
Wright, Sheldon
Poll & Head 7 00
Wright, Sheldon, Mrs.




cottage 8000 8000 321 40
Wulff, Katherine
Poll & Head
L & B 7000 7000 282 10
Wyman, Clair E.
& Harriet C.
L & B 18000
Exempt 1000 15000 582 00
Wyman, Clair E.
Head 5 00
Wyman, Clair E., Mrs.
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Wyman, Ellis L & B 16300
L & B 17200 Exempt 1000 15300 598 64
Exempt 1000 16200 628 56 Yendell, James G., Mrs.
Wyman, Robert Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Yendell, Sidney, Mrs.
L & B 10500 10500 414 40 Poll & Head 7 00
Wyman, Robert, Mrs. Young, Gale P.
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Yardley, Wallace H. L & B 11700
Poll & Head Exempt 1000 10700 425 51
L & B 5800 5800 234 94 Young, Gale P., Mrs.
Yardley, Wallace H, , Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Zoncqruk, Miroslawa
Yendell, James G. Poll & Head 7 00
NON-RESIDENT INVOICE OF













L & B $2500 $2500







































W. S. 4500 4500 174 60
Antilla, Ellen
Fisher land 500
Bldg. lot 500 1000 39 30
Atwood, Herbert
L & B 11500 11500 446 20
Ball, Donald
5a L &
camp 500 500 19 40
Ballou, Guy E.
20a Haskell
land 21000 21000 825 30
Ballou, Richard
Land 300 300 11 79
Ballou, Ronald
65a L. E. Ballou
farm 4500
30a A. Whitcomb
land 300 4800 186 24
Barnard, Clinton
Part Fox lot 100 100 3 88
Baird, James & Jeannette
L & B
S. L. 7500 7500 291 00
Barrett, George H.
L & B 9500 9500 368 60
Barton, Elmer & Irene
12a lot Troy











































L & B 1500
Benkosky



























































20a Ware lot 60
8a Cemetery
lot 200 320
Boston & Maine R. R.
Ld. W. Port 200
Land W. S. 100 400
Boufford, Oscar J.
L & Cottage
W. P. 5000 5000
Boufford, Joseph R.
L & Cottage
W. P. 7500 7500
Bourassa, Wilfred H.
24a L. Stone-
Day lot 100 100
Bowman Flying Service
Hangar 7500 7500
Bowers, Arthur W. & Helen
L & B







S. L. 5000 5000
Brown, Ona & Betty
L & B





lot 75 275 10 67
Buchanan, C. B. & Olive
L & B
S. L. 11000 11000 426 80
Budzick, Alexander
Bldg. lot 200 200 7 76
Butterfield, Andy, Mrs.
% int. Fitzgerald
place 1200 1200 46 56
Bucknell, William
Blake & Goodell
land 3000 3000 116 40
Campbell, Robert J.











Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
% 25 & 40a Bergeron
cottage 1900 1900 74 67 lot 150 250 9 70
Campbell, Charlotte Colony, John J. & Charles
1-3 int. Lot 26 - 16a Cocran
'- 25 & lot 100
cottage 1900 1900 74 67 26a D. Hill
Campbell, Louise East lot 150
1-3 int. Lot 26 - 6oa D. Hill
V2 25 & West lot 250
cottage 1900 1900 74 67 25a Williams
Cantlin, Chester lot 100
L & B 7a Foster lot 50 650 25 22
W. P. 5000 5000 196 50 Comeford, William
Champagna, Agnes 6a Goodell & Ridley
L & B land 50 50 1 94
P.G.P. 4500 Campagna, Rudolph
Lots 16-17 & Corkins
cottage 4500 9000 353 70 lot 40 40 1 55
Chambers, Clifton Coty, Rose G.
& Lillian Lots A13-A14
L & B W. P. 250 250 9 82
S. C. 8000 8000 310 40 Cox, Roy & Muriel
Chaffee, Clifford 2 land W. S. 500 500 19 40
M. Kenney Croteau, Evelyn & Phillip
place 2500 Lots 6-7 & cottage
Cottage 1500 W. P. 6500 6500 255 45
Garage 500 4500 174 60 Croteau, Phyllis C.
Cheshire Fair Assoc. L & B
Fair Grounds & W. S. 4000 4000 155 20
bldgs. 20000 20000 776 00 Cucurello, Gene
C. C. Savings Bank L &B
Hinds Hotel S. L. 5500 5500 213 40
W. S. 10000 10000 388 00 Cumings, Allen H.
Chickering, Levi L & cottage
Handy Id. 500 500 19 65 S. L. 5000 5000 194 00
Clark, Eastman Cumings, F. T. Inc
L & B 20a Part Bellows
S. C. 9000 9000 349 20 lot 50 50 1 94
Clark, Norman B. Cummings, Richard
Lot 66 L & B 1500 1500 58 20
P.G.P. 400 400 15 72 Curtis, Leland &
Cleary, John D. Dorothy
L & cottage Lots 29-30
W. P. 6500 6500 255 45 W. P. 150 150 5 90
Coll, Mary & Margarite Cuthbert, George
V2a Sarsfield pi. Land S. C. 500 500 19 40
W. S. 7000 7000 271 60 Dale-Craft Inc.
Coll, Arthur J. Factory and machin-
L & B 12500 12500 491 25 ery 17000
Colony, Laurence, Mrs. Stock in
30a Wheeler & trade 52210 139210 2685 35
Cole lot 50 50 1 94 Daniels, Elston
Colony, Horatio L & B
38a Blacklead W. S. 300 300 11 64























S. L. 4100 4550
Davis, Verna
Land S. C. 500 500
Dawson, Lester
33a L & B
S. C. 900 900
Dawson, Richard
2a Cormia land





Land W. S. 400 400
Desgranges, Joseph L.
& Delia & Warren L. &
Beatrice Greenleaf
L & B
W. P. 6700 6700 263 31
Devanny, William
21a Hall-Carey
land 50 50 1 94
Deyo, Wilfred
L & B
S. C. 8500 8500 329 80
DiBiccari, Bruno & Frank
L & B Restau-
rant 8700 8700 337 56
Dickinson, W. E.
L & B
S. L. 8300 8300 322 04
Dickinson, W. E. 2nd
L & B
S. L. 6300 6300 244 44
Dickinson, Paul
5a J. Dickinson




land 100 10700 415 16
Dickinson, Lucy, Mrs.
100a L & B
S. L. 58000 58000 2250 40
Dimura, Barbara
Lot A 15




Boat 500 7500 291 00
Dodge, Franklin
Lot 24-V2 25 &
bldgs. 5000 5000 196 50
Donavan, Michael
Land S. C. 500 500 19 40
Dunham, P. Elmer, Mrs.
L & B cottage
W. P. 4100
L & new house
W. P. 9500 13600 534 48
East Coast Conference
125a L & B




Hgts. 700 700 27 16
Emery, Forrest, Mrs.
Capron





S. L. 1500 1600 62 08
Evans, Joseph & Mildred
L & B
W. S. 8700 8700 337 56
Farina, Mario
lV2a land 500 500 19 40
Faulkner, Clarence
70a Faulkner lot
W. Port 200 200 7 76
Fisher, Paul & Mary Lou
40a H. Whitcomb
land 200
lV2 a meadow 10 210 8 15
Fissette, Ralph
L & B S. C. 600 600 23 28
Flanders, Philip P.
& Hilda




S. L. 9100 9100 353 08
Fogg & Rioux
Stock in
trade 81600 81600 3206 88
Foster, Rodney H.
& Jennie B.
8V2a N. E. Box Oakman
lot No. 2 50 50 1 94


















land 1000 1000 38 80
Frink, Marjory & Richard
L & B
S. L. 7000 7000 271 60
Gagnon Bros.
A & W Root Beer
Stand 12000
Trailer 1970 13970 549 02
Goodnow, Villa R.
Land 500 500 19 40
Golding-Keene Co.
4Vfea L &
Silos 5000 5000 194 00
Goldwaite. Ernest & Albert




lot 50 50 1 94
Granger, Wm. & Alfred
L & B
W. S. 5000 5000 194 00
Gratto, Wellington W.
& Helen
4%a L & B 3000 3000 116 40
Haagen, Kurt
L & B 5000 5000 196 50
Hall, Walter
70a Olcott
lot 150 150 5 82
Hamel Neil & Constance






























30a land 1000 1000





20a L N. S. 100 100




Hastings. Herman & Edith
Land S. C. 500 500
Hayward & Merrill
L & B & Restau-
rant 19000 19000
Heald, Cleon E.. Trustee
Lot No. 4 & bldgs.
N. S. 10000
Cottage & land








Hill, Allan E. & Theresa
Land Base




Holbrook, R. L. Admr.
Marcy land 200 200
Holmes, Bertram C.
103a D. R. & F. A.
Cole lot 300 300






























Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Huntley, Florence Keene Sand & Gravel
2.6a Underwood Machin-
land 300 300 11 79 ery 19090
Irwin, Donald Stock in
L & B trade 30000 49090 1904 69
S. C. 13000 13000 504 40 Kenney, Chester
Jays Dept. Store Part Wilcox
Stock in lot 60 60 2 33
trade 18000 18000 707 40 Kenney, Chester &
Jack, Peter, Mrs. Dorothy I. Blanchard
L & B 17500 17500 679 00 Lots 13-14-
Jackson, Alfred P. 27 400 400 15 52
2V2a L & B 750 750 29 10 Kerko, Harold &
Johnson, Harry, Mrs. Joseph Walsh
5a Edwards L & B
mowing 3000 3000 116 40 W. Port 600 600 23 28
Johnson, Carl Kershaw, Joseph
L & B 120a Bolt
S. L. 5000 5000 194 00 lot 250
Johnson, John W. 40a Hutchins
Lots 1-2-3 S. L. lot 80 330 12 80
Hgts. 600 600 23 28 Kibler, Lewis F.
Jones, William H. 9a Perry farm
Lots 11-12-25-26 & house 5000
bldgs. la Nash lot 10
S. L. 5000 5000 194 00 48a Gunn lot 100 5110 198 27
Jones, Edgar R. King, William
L & B 6000 6000 232 80 45a L & B 8000 8000 310 40
Kelley, Robert Knicley, Gerald
L & B Hangars 500 500 19 65
W. S. 12200 12200 473 36 Lahouse, Edmond
Kelley, Joseph Lots A31-A32
L & unfin. W. P. 100 100 3 93
house 3000 3000 117 90 Laffond. James, Mrs.
Kelley, William L & B 9000 9000 349 20
20a Fairhurst Larabee, Darrell
land 300 L & B
40a M. Goodell W. S. 7500 7500 291 00
land 200 Larsen, Julia
175a Honey L & B
Hill Id. 600 S. L. 5500 5500 213 40
6a Hurd-Ballou- Laurence. George
Morse Id. 100 1200 46 55 L & B
Keene Forestry Assoc. N. S. 4500
L & B 12750 12750 501 07 L & B
Keene, City of W. S. 5000 9500 370 85
767.36 Airport Ledwith, Roswell
L & B 33100 Land S. C. 300 300 11 64
Page's Lewis, Peter & Sus an
meadow 100 33200 1304 76 L & B 3000 3000 116 40
Keene Co-Op Bank Lindsey, William F.
L & B L & B
N. S. 6300 S. L. 8000
L & B Boat 190 8190 317 77
W. Port 6500 12800 499 79 Locke, Kenneth
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
L & B 200 200 7 86 40-41-44-45-46-47-
Lysitt, William, Mrs. 48-50-52 S. L.
L & B 6800 6800 263 84 Platts 500 500 19 40
MacKenzie, Elmer Meinborn, Ewald
L & B L & B S. L. 8000 8000 310 40
W. P. 8000 Melvin, James T.
Land 1000 9000 353 70 80a Robinson-
Madden, Lyle Cole lot 250 250 9 70
L & B Metcalf, Joseph, Mrs.
unfin. 11500 11500 446 20 Land W. S. 500 500 19 40
Madden, Edgar Methodist F. A. Home
L & B 19.9 a Mary Sprague
S. C. 11800 11800 457 84 land 1500
Magnani, Dino Lots A 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-
Ward Adams Lots A. B. C. A26-
land 250 250 9 70 27-28-29-
Malony, James J. 30 1500 3000 117 15
& Rose A. Miller, Emile C.
25a L & B 5000 5000 194 00 Sealol land 2500 2500 98 25
Manocchio, Thomas Miner, Ray & Grace
& Ruth L & B
Land N. S. 6000 6000 235 80 W. P. 10500 10500 412 65
Marsh, Marion & Doris Miner, Norman & Helen
6a L & B L & B
S. L. 7500 7500 291 00 W. P. 6000 6000 235 80
Maslen, Emily Monadnock Mobile
18a Ballou Homes Inc.
lot 300 300 11 64 Land Troy
Mattingly, Leonard Road 2500
4.6a land Trailer 1000
E. S. 500 500 19 40 Stock in
Maxwell, Victor E. trade 9000 12500 485 00
& Edna E. Morningside Comm. Ctr.
Lots 27-28-A25 & 75a Part Monroe
bldgs. 4000 4000 157 20 Smith lot 200 200 7 76
McLellan, Hugh M. P. B. Inc.
2 bldg. lots 2 Hangars 16000 16000 628 80
W. P. 100 100 3 88 Nash, Theodore
McLeod, Allan Land N. S. 2000 2000 78 60
L & B S. L. Lots Nelson, Kenneth A.
7-8-9-21- & Phyllis
22-23 5000 5000 194 00 L & B
Medvidofsky, Lona G. S. L. 13300 13300 516 04
L & B 12500 N. E. Woodenware Corp.
L & new 40a Bigelow
house 11500 lot 200 200 7 76
Land 1000 25000 982 50 N. E. Box Co.
Mack, Helen & Rockwell Id. 300 300 11 64
Marion ShermanL N. E. Lumber Co. Inc.
Lots 4-5-6-7-8-9-10- 43a Fraulkner
11-12-13-14-15-16- lot 100
17-18-19-21-22-23- 23.7a Stearns
24-A Lots 26-27- lot 125
28-29-30-31-32-33- 40.5a Cobble



































lot 20 3435 133 28
N. E. Power Co.
Electric
prop. 2400 2400 93 12
Neilson, Mildred A.
12a L & B 3500 3500 135 80
Newell, Louisiana
L & B
W. S. 2800 2800 108 64
Nichelson, John D. & Hazel
11a Verry-Worcester L
& camp 600 600 23 28
Nichols, Theodore
Cottage & lot
W. P. 6500 6500 255 45
N. H. Pythian Home Corp.
L & B
W. S. 5000 5000 194 00
Nourse, George R.
3a L &
camp 500 500 19 40
O'Brien, Russell
Land E. S. 500 500 19 40
O'Brien, William H.
3 bldg. lots
W. P. 250 250 9 82
Old Colony Lumber Co.
Stock in
trade 600 600 23 58
Oliver, Myra B.
5a land




Bldg. lot 500 10500 407 40
Pako Homes Inc.
L & B 11000 11000 432 30
Parker, Richard
L & B
E. S. 13500 13500 523 80
Parhiala, John & Cecilia
20a Trask
meadow 40 40 1 55
Parrott, May
120a Fields
lot 240 240 9 31
Patnode, Raymond
L & B 11500 11500 446 20
Paull. John E.
5a land





cottage 5000 14000 543 20
Pearson, Oscar & Viola
L & B
W. P. 4000 4000 155 20
Pelkey, Ernest R.
45a part Wilcox
lot 200 200 7 76
Percival, Mabel
Trailer 650 650 25 55







2a Gunn Id. 10 1010 39 19
Perry, Lee Joseph
la L & B
W. S. 5000 5000 194 00
Perry, Kenneth
60a Oscar Fields
lot 180 180 6 98
Perry, Laurence
L & B
W. S. 6000 6000 232 80
Perry Realty Co.
Land N. S. 5000 5000 196 50
Philbrick, Lucille
2.6a F. Under-
wood Id. 300 300 11 79
P. H. F., Inc.
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
207a Olcott-Robbins L & unfin.
lot 500 500 19 40 house 4000 4000 155 20
Piispanen, Ellen Rokes, George E.
40a Whitcomb L & B 3500 3500 135 80
lot 120 120 4 66 Rubeor, Viola M.
Pitcher, Grace W. L & B
35a Badger S. L. 7500 7500 291 00
land 400 400 15 52 Russell, Harold, Mrs.
Platts, Geo. W., Mrs. L & B 4000 4000 155 20
L & B Sausville, James
S. L. 11000 11000 426 80 4a Perham
Potter, Frederick J land 2000 2000 77 60
L & B Sears, Charles, Mrs
S. L. 6000 6000 232 80 L & B 6500
Potter, Elizabeth L. Underwood
L & B 9000 9000 349 20 land 300 6800 267 24
Powell, H. E. & Shirley Security Accept. Corp.
Land 200 200 7 76 L & B
Prevost, Jeanne, Mrs.
L & B
W. P. 10200 10200 400 86





11a L & B 5000 5000
Putnam, Marion G.
12a Land





Rafuse, H. Avery, Mrs.
L & B
E. S. 6600 6600
Realties, Inc.













Robert, A. L., Mrs.
L & B












W. Port 3800 3800
Seibert, Walter E., Est.
21.4a Verry
lot 1300
3 land 200 1500
Seliskey, Tony









Sibley, Paul & Nancy


















































lot 150 250 9 70
Stoddard, Philip
110a Geo. West





N. S. 51000 52000 2043 10
Stone & Son Inc., G. W.









S. L. 5500 5500 213 40
Sudar, Maryan
Bldg. lot 400 400 15 72
Sullivan, Thelma L.
L & B




Boat 850 1600 62 08
Sweeney, Herbert J.
6a L & B 2000 2000 77 60
Tasoulas, Ernest
Hangar 1200 1200 47 16
Taylor Grace
L & B 6000 6000 235 80
Terry, John & Helen
Land Rt. 10 100 100 3 88
Thrasher, Gertrude
130a Bolles




land 150 9350 362 78
Todd, Jesse D.
Land 200 200 7 86
Toran, Nestor & Helen
42a Talbot &
Ballou lot 400 400 15 52
Towne, Maurice D.
L & B
S. L. 6000 6000 232 80
Trask, Norman O.
26a Dickinson-Whit-
comb Id. 100 100 3 88
Tyo, Wallace
Lots 82-83-85 &
bldgs. 2000 2000 78 60
Underwood, Ethel V.
3a Underwood
land 300 300 11 79
Underwood, Katherine
3a Underwood
land 300 300 11 79
Urquhart, Llovd & Betty
L & B
W. P. 8500 8500 334 05
Vaillancourt, Paul &
Geo. C. Loux
L & 4 Apt.
bldg. 24000
L & cellar 2500
L & Apt.
Barn 20000
L & house 16400 62900
Vallier, Earl
Lots 30-31 1000 1000
Velev, Maurice
L & B 6000
L & B
E. S. 1000 7000
Verry, Edith D.
la Lewis Id. 100 100
Voight. Wm. & Lois
la land 100 100
Wade. Osborne. Mrs.
L & B
E. S. 3000 3000 116 40
Ward. Elizabeth
Rov Forsvthe
land 600 600 23 58
Wayne, Edwin &
Theresa
18a Goodell & Cros-
sett lot 400 400 15 52
Weber. Marie &
Beatrice Couhig
la L & B














Name Vaiu- Total Name Valu- Total
and DeM i iption .it Ion lax iihI Description ation Tax
West, Paul 97.6a Cary-Hutchins
65a Land 150 150 5 82 lot 1000
Whalen, William A. 41.7a Davis
60a Handy lot 200
lot 650 650 25 22 73.7a Hills
Wheeler, Robert lot 800
Boat 1060 1060 41 13 38.8a Perham
Whipple, Clara-Grace lot 300
W. Pitcher, Cons. 52a Swamp
40a land lot 1000
N. S. 200 200 7 76 38a Seeley
Whitcomb, Arthur Inc. lot 400
L & B 120000 174.1a Whitcomb
Allan Id. 500 lot 2900
16a Buckminister Id. 50a Worcester
S. C. 500 lot 150
Hangars 8000 11.7a Lafountain
100a Buckminister lot 150
land 200 59.3 Keith (Heath)
Adams Id. 1000 lot 500
Marcott Id. 250 1.6a Forsythe
Miller Id. 500 lot 50
Stock in 48a Kirk-Morse
trade 74500 lot 300
Road machin- 94a Buckminister
ery 183200 388650 15272 47 lot 2500
Whitney, Earl 21.3a Colony
L & B lot 50
S. C. 13000 13000 504 40 34a Fairfield
Wilber, Herbert E. lot 100
4a Quarry Id. 20 20 77 50.3a Hill-Goodwin
Winchester, Town of lot 600
50a Gunn lot 100 100 3 88 7a Hutchins
Willey, Glenn A. lot 50
40a Howes-E. Joslyn 39a Robinson-Fisher
lot 100 100 3 88 lot 150
Wing, Max & Florence 49a Handy
L & B 5000 5000 194 00 lot 100
Wood, Peirce 11a Butler
10a Honey lot 100
Hill Id. 1500 1500 58 20 30.7a Porter-N. E.
Wyman, Clarence Box lot 50
L & B 5500 5500 216 15 5a Kenney
Wyman, Dorothy lot 200
L & B 87a Dunn










Yarnelle, John & Catherine
12a A. Hurd
land 3000 3000 116 40
Zimmerman, Wm. Sr.
L & B
S. L. 4000 4000 155 20
Zipp, Clarence, Mrs.










$150 $600 $600 $23 28
Elm City Oil Co. Inc.
2 Comp. 300 300 11 64
Gulf Oil Corp.
2 Comp 300 300 11 64
Humble Oil & Refining Co.
2 Comp 300 300 11 64
Tide Water Oil Co.









Ashuelot Nat'l. $45 00
Cheshire Nat'l. 10 00
Keene Natl. 6 50
YIELD TAX
Lane, C. L. Co. $564 99
Stone, D. S. Lumber Co. 40 68
Duffy, Arthur 64 44
N. E. Lumber Co. 128 58
Smead Lumber Co. Inc. 141 25
$939 94



n
